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Povzetek
Naslov: Analiza korelacij korporacijskih zasluzˇkov, izjav o dividendah in
javnega sentimenta z delniˇskimi trgi
V nasˇi raziskavi smo se osredotocˇili na analizo delniˇskih trgov in nji-
hova gibanja cen ob dogodkih na trgih. Raziskali smo tako dogodke pove-
zane s cˇetrtletnimi porocˇili o zasluzˇku kot napovedi o dividendah ter poglo-
bljeno preucˇili njihovo korelacijo med javno dostopnimi delniˇskimi podatki
in samo ceno delnic. Analizirali smo tudi kako bi lahko javni sentiment z
osredotocˇenjem na Twitter in Google Trends pomagal izboljˇsati ocene kore-
lacij med samim dogodkom ter gibanjem cene. Za procesiranje podatkov smo
uporabili algoritme strojnega ucˇenja logisticˇna regresija, saj je algoritem zelo
preprost ter robusten. V raziskavi smo ugotovili, da je mozˇno delno napove-
dati gibanje cene delnic po dogodku, vendar je velikost gibanja pomembnejˇsa
od same smeri gibanja. Uspesˇno smo tudi uporabili javni sentiment za na-
daljnje izboljˇsanje rezultatov.
Kljucˇne besede
podatkovno rudarjenje, borza, analiza dogodkov, delnice, finance, sentiment,
analiza prihodkov, google trends, twitter

Abstract
Title: Analyzing Correlations of Corporation Earning Announcements, Div-
idend Declarations and Public Sentiment against the Stock Market
In our research, we focused on analysing the stock market events and the
price movements on market events. We researched the quarterly corporate
earning announcement events as well as dividend declaration events and in-
vestigated any correlations they might have to the publicly available stock
data and stock prices. Furthermore, we analysed how the public sentiment,
notably Twitter and Google Trends, can be utilised to help estimate the cor-
relation between event and the stock price movement. To process the data,
we utilised the machine learning algorithm logistic regression due to its sim-
plicity and robustness. Our findings were that the earning announcement
event outcome could, to some extent, be predicted but the actual movement
is not as important as the size of the movement. We also successfully utilised
public sentiment to improve our results further.
Keywords
data mining, data scraping, stock markets, market events, event detection,
event analysis, event correlations, earning announcements, dividend declara-
tions, sentiment analysis, social networks, google trends, twitter

Razsˇirjeni povzetek
Investiranje pomeni vlagati sredstva, v veliki vecˇini denar, v financˇne in-
strumente z namenom bogatenja premozˇenja. Investitorji ponavadi delijo
investicije v dve kategoriji. Dolgorocˇne investicije trajajo dlje cˇasa, od nekaj
let do vecˇ desetletij. Kratkorocˇne investicije so v nasprotju z dolgorocˇnimi
investicijami relativno kratke in trajajo od nekaj dni do nekaj mesecev.
Investiranje v delnice in sklade je cˇedalje bolj popularna oblika investira-
nja za neprofesionalne investitorje. Pod neprofesionalne investitorje se sˇteje
tiste investitorje, ki se ukvarjajo z investiranjem kot stransko dejavnostjo in
niso zaposleni v investicijsko-financˇni industriji.
Eden izmed najvecˇjih problemov investiranja je odlocˇitev, v katere instru-
mente vlozˇiti denar. Investitor ima na voljo vecˇ razlicˇnih instrumentov, kjer
ima vsak instrument drugacˇen rizik, minimalni zahtevani vlozˇek, zahtevano
frekvenco trgovanja, itd. V nasˇi raziskavi smo zˇeleli optimizirati ta process
odlocˇanja ter investitorju predstaviti manjˇsi nabor, primeren za kratkorocˇno
trgovanje, pri cˇemer zacˇetni vlozˇek ni nemogocˇe velik.
Za potrebe taksˇnega izbora smo se osredotocˇili predvsem na analizo do-
godkov na trgih, bolj specificˇno na dogodke, povezane z napovedjo korporacij-
skih cˇetrtletnih zasluzˇkov ter deklaracij dividend. Raziskavo smo nadgradili
z vkljucˇitvijo javnega sentimenta, pri cˇemer smo se osredotocˇili na Twitter
in Google Trends.
i
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I Kratek pregled sorodnih del
Podrocˇji financ in strojnega ucˇenja sta zelo obsezˇni. Za nasˇo raziskavo smo
se bili prisiljeni omejiti le na najnujnesˇe potrebne dele. Na podrocˇju financ
smo se omejili na javna cˇetrtletna porocˇila zasluzˇkov. Na podrocˇju strojnega
ucˇenja pa na enostavnejˇse algoritme in modele, saj so bili lazˇji in hitrejˇsi
za implementacijo, pri cˇemer so nam nudili dodatni nivo robustnosti. S
podobnimi motivi smo se tudi na podrocˇju analize javnega sentimenta in
procesiranja naravnega jezika posluzˇili enostavnejˇsih modelov.
Raziskavo smo osnovali na cˇlanku Event-based stock market prediction[1],
kjer sta Hadi Pouransari in Hamidreza Chalabi poskusˇala napovedati smer
skoka cene delnic v nocˇi po dogodku. Nasˇo raziskavo smo osnovali na njihovi
raziskavi zgolj zaradi jasne oznacˇitve nacˇina in virov pridobivanja podat-
kov v cˇlanku. Pomembnejˇse je, da podatkov nista precˇistila in raznoraznih
nezazˇeljenih odstranila. Glavna slabost cˇlanka je bila, da sta poizkusˇala na-
povedati smer skoka v nocˇi po dogodku, ko je bil trg zaprt. Taksˇna raziskava
je v prakticˇnemu pogledu neuporabna, saj delnic ni mogocˇe kupiti, ko borza
ni odprta. Njuna raziskava je tudi povsem ignorirala dogodke, ki so se doga-
jali v cˇasu odprte borze.
Pogledali smo si tudi dogodke, povezane z deklaracijo dividend. Na to
temo smo nasˇli kar nekaj cˇlankov, vendar nobeden ni poizkusˇal napovedati
gibanja cene delnice. Najblizˇje nasˇemu cilju je bil cˇlanek Stock price re-
actions to stock dividend announcements: A case from a sluggish economic
period [2]. Avtorji cˇlanka so analizirali gibanje cene delnice v dneh po dekla-
raciji dividend. Za potrebe analize so izracˇunali nenormalne prihodke (angl.
abnormal return), ki povedo razliko med pricˇakovanim prihodkom in dejan-
skim prihodkom. Kljub temu, da njihova raziskava ni direktno uporabna za
nasˇo raziskavo, lepo demonstrira, da je mozˇno preucˇiti dividende kot dogo-
dek in, da je preucˇevanje dogodkov na daljˇsem obdobju enako pomembno
kot znotraj enega dneva.
Ena izmed vecˇjih ovir pri preucˇevanju trgov je hipoteza ucˇinkovitega trga
(angl. Efficient Market Hypothesis). Raziskava A Study of Quarterly Ear-
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nings Announcement and Stock Price Reactions [3] je pokazala, da hipoteza
ucˇinkovitega trga ne velja za indijski delniˇski trg. Glede na njihovo raziskavo
ter na kontroverznost te hipoteze se na njo nismo ozirali.
Glavna ovira pri pregledu obstojecˇih del je poplava nizkokvalitetnih ozi-
roma napacˇnih cˇlankov. Vecˇino raziskav na temo delniˇskih trgov v povezavi s
strojnim ucˇenjem je bila zelo nizke kvalitete. V dolocˇenih raziskavah so se na
primer ucˇili in testirali na istih podatkih med tem, ko so v drugih raziskavah
odstranili vse dogodke, kjer se je cena delnice gibala negativno[4]. Predvsem
je bil problem vseh cˇlankov to, da so v raziskavi naredili zgolj teoreticˇni
prototip, katerega niso nikoli rigorozno testirali.
Ena izmed omejitev, katere se ni dotaknil noben cˇlanek, so strosˇki broker-
jev, ki lahko pri kratkorocˇnem trgovanju zelo hitro prelevijo profitne nakupe
v izgubo. Druga tezˇava, katere se je dotaknil redkokateri cˇlanek je dosto-
pnost podatkov. Pri financˇnih trgih ni nicˇ nenavadnega, da se za dostop do
realnocˇasovnih podatkov placˇuje nad 100.000 USD na leto. Prav tako, kot
je bilo omenjeno v nasˇem osnovnem cˇlanku, je vecˇina cˇlankov predpostavila,
da se delnice lahko kupi kadarkoli, tudi med zaprtjem borze. Zaradi tega
smo se v nasˇi raziskavi osredotocˇili predvsem na napoved gibanj cen tekom
naslednjega trgovalnega dneva, kjer delnice kupimo oziroma prodamo, ko se
trg odpre ter prodamo oziroma kupimo, ko se trg zapre.
Pri analizi javnega sentimenta nam je uspelo najti vecˇ kvalitetnih cˇlankov.
Za eno izmed osnov smo si izbrali knjigo Deep Learning for Natural Langu-
age Processing: Develop Deep Learning Models for your Natural Language
Problems [5], ki se je osredotocˇala predvsem na analizo naravnega jezika s pro-
gramskim jezikom Python in je vsebovala konkretne primere. Na splosˇno je
analiza javnega sentimenta zelo obsezˇno raziskovalno podrocˇje, kjer obstaja
vecˇ razlicˇnih nacˇinov analiziranja sentimenta. Na primer, dolocˇene raziskave
poizkusˇajo klasificirati trenutno popularne trende oziroma socialne probleme
med tem, ko druge raziskave poizkusˇajo analizirati specificˇni dogodek in z
dogodkom povezano javno reakcijo. V sklopu nasˇe raziskave smo bili najbolj
zainteresirani v podrocˇje analize Twitterja. Na tem podrocˇju sta predvsem
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popularni podrocˇji analiza poitike in politicˇne podpore[6, 7] ter gibanje cen
delnic[4, 8, 9].
II Implementacija
II.I Pridobivanje in obdelava podatkov
Glavna tezˇava nasˇe raziskave se je nanasˇala na povezavo razlicˇnih raziskoval-
nih podrocˇij.
V prvi fazi smo se predvsem osredotocˇili na pridobivanje podatkov. To
smo dosegli z uporabo raznoraznih tehnik, od scrapping-a do uporabe API-
jev. Potrebne podatke smo pridobili iz vecˇ razlicˇnih virov v dveh fazah; eno v
aprilu 2019 ter eno v maju 2020. Najvecˇja tezˇava pri pridobivanju podatkov
je bila, da so prostodostopni podatku v veliki vecˇini primerov dostopni le za
zadnjih pet let. Tako je lahko nasˇ nabor podatkov obsegal le podatke od
januarja 2014 do maja 2020. Med prvim in drugim pridobivanjem podatkov
so se dolocˇeni viri podatkov spremenili. Nekateri so postali placˇljivi, drugi
pa nedostopni. Kljub temu, da smo poiskali nove vire podatkov, smo imeli
tezˇave pri skladnosti podatkov, saj niso vsi vsebovali enakih atributov. Ko
smo uspesˇno pridobili ter poenotili podatke, smo le-te morali tudi precˇistiti,
saj se pri prostodostopnih podatkih zelo pogosto pojavijo napake.
Podatki, ki smo jih pridobili, so sledecˇi:
• Podatki o dogodkih
• Podatki o cˇasu dogodkov
• Podatki o ceni
• Podatki o Google Trends
• Twitterjevi tweeti
Iz pridobljenih podatkov smo nato konstruirali znacˇilke. Glavni del le-
teh smo povzeli po nasˇemu osnovnemu cˇlanku, pri cˇemer jih je bila vecˇina
vosnovana na zasluzˇku na delnico (angl. Earnings per Share). Zasluzˇek na
delnico nam pove, koliko profita je podjetje ustvarilo na posamezno delnico.
Pred samo napovedjo zasluzˇka raznorazne financˇne institucije podajo njihovo
oceno zasluzˇkov, kar se na ekonomskih koledarjih ponavadi oznacˇi kot ocenjen
zasluzˇek na delnico. Ta dva podatka posredno tvorita glavni del nasˇih znacˇilk
in analize. K sklopu znacˇilk smo dodali tudi lastne znacˇilke za splosˇni trend s
pomocˇjo Google Trends. Prednost Google Trends je v tem, da so zgodovinski
podatki prosto dostopni.
Za nasˇ napovedni model smo uporabili preprosto logisticˇno regresijo.
Kljub temu, da je logisticˇna regresija zelo preprost algoritem, je precej ucˇinkovita.
Enostavno jo je prilagajati in analizirati. Glede na to, da je preprosta, ne
vsebuje veliko parametrov, s katerimi bi lahko usmerjali samo ucˇenje. To pre-
cej pripomore k temu, da samega modela ucˇnim podatkom ne prilagodimo
prevecˇ. Zelo zgodaj v nasˇi raziskavi smo ugotovili, da dividend ne bo mogocˇe
analizirati na enak nacˇin kot objave zasluzˇkov. Glede na to, da so se nam
obetali zanimivi rezultati pri analizi zasluzˇkov smo se odlocˇili, da dividend
ne bomo analizirali v sklopu nasˇe raziskave ter, da se bomo raje osredotocˇili
na same zasluzˇke.
V nasprotju z Google Trends ter ostalimi delniˇskimi podatki Twitter nima
zgodovinsko dostopnih podatkov. Zato smo morali zbirati podatke v real-
nemu cˇasu. Kljub negotovosti v Twitter podatke, katerih smo imeli le za
eno leto, smo se odlocˇili, da bomo uporabili preprost bag-of-words model za
analizo sentimenta.
II.II Procesiranje in uporaba podatkov
Zˇe v zacˇetku nasˇe raziskave smo ugotovili, da so rezultati vecˇine cˇlankov na
temo delniˇskih trgov nezanesljivi in nerealni. V akademskem svetu se pred-
vsem poizkusˇa optimizirati klasifikacijsko tocˇnost modelov strojnega ucˇenja,
kjer se ponavadi ocenjuje rast oziroma padec cen kot binarna ocena. To je
zelo nereprezentativno, saj je kolicˇina rasti oziroma padca kljucˇnega pomena.
Glede na nasˇe rezultate je napoved gibanja celo pomembnejˇsa od same smeri
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gibanja. Zato smo za oceno nasˇega modela implementirali simulator, ki je na
simulacijskem letu uporabil model za predikcijo dogodkov ter oceni primerno
trgoval. Pri simulaciji smo vedno uposˇtevali procentualni prihodek oziroma
izgubo namesto absolutne razlike v ceni, saj tako bolj reprezentativno dobimo
informacijo o gibanju cen neodvisno od absolutne vrednosti delnice.
Simulator je vseboval tudi raznorazne parametre ter funkcionalnosti, s
katerimi smo ga lahko nadaljno usmerjali. Eden izmed teh parametrov je
zanemarjenje vseh znacˇilk, ki vsebujejo pretekle dogodke. Razlog za taksˇno
opcijsko funkcionalnost je, da nam taksˇen nacˇin delovanja omogocˇa enostavno
dodajanje razlicˇnih podjetij, katerih nismo imeli v originalnemu naboru.
Implementirali smo dva tipa predikcije. Pri predikciji z linearnimi nivoji
smo ocenjevali gibanje cen na podoben nacˇin kot so to naredili cˇlanki; cena
gre lahko le gor ali dol oziroma ostane enaka. Pri predikciji z klasifikacij-
skimi nivoji smo namesto binarne ocene klasificirali gibanje v enega izmed
diskretnih nivojev glede na oceno smeri gibanja kot velikosti gibanja. Taksˇna
predikcija je veliko bolj kompleksna, vendar vsebuje vecˇ informacij kot pre-
prosta linearna predikcija. Pri linearni predikciji smo implementirali tudi
mejo predikcije, kjer trgovanja ne bomo naredili, cˇe bo gotovost napovedi
pod to mejo.
Poleg razlicˇnega nacˇina predikcije smo implementirali tudi dva razlicˇna
stila trgovanja. Pri staticˇni velikosti narocˇila smo vedno kupili oziroma pro-
dali enako kolicˇino delnic, ne glede na nasˇo prepricˇanost v sam rezultat do-
godka. Pri variabilni velikosti narocˇila pa smo v primeru vecˇje gotovosti v
napoved kupili oziroma prodali vecˇ delnic. S tem smo lahko bolje izrabili
dodatno informacijo, ki nam jo je izracˇunal nasˇ model.
III Analiza
Za samo analizo smo se osredotocˇili na nasˇ simulator. Ugotovili smo, da
sledecˇi parametri najbolj vplivajo na samo delovanje ter rezultate simula-
torja:
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• Tip predikcije
• Stil trgovanja
• Uporaba Google Trends
• Uporaba preteklih dogodkov
• Meja predikcije (samo liearni nivoji)
Pri analizi smo ugotovili, da leto 2020 ni reprezentativno glede na nasˇe
ucˇne podatke. Ne le, da nudi slabe rezultate, vendar tudi unicˇi celotno ucˇno
mnozˇico. Zato smo se odlocˇili, da bomo leto 2020 odstranili iz ucˇne mnozˇice.
V rezultate ga bomo vkljucˇili, vendar ga ne bomo obravnavali ekvivalentno
ostalim letom.
Za samo analizo parametrov smo preizkusili vse mozˇne sete parametrov
ter jih med seboj primerjali. Ugotovili smo, da predikcija s klasifikacijskimi
nivoji v povprecˇju deluje bolje od linearnih nivojev. V primeru linearne
predikcije se je izkazala meja predikcije kot zelo uporabna. Viˇsja kot je
meja, boljˇsi so rezultati. To seveda ni nujno najbolj reprezentativno, saj
se pri viˇsji meji tudi omeji kolicˇina trgovanj. To pomeni, da manjˇse sˇtevilo
trgovanj bolj vpliva na koncˇni rezultat. Ugotovili smo tudi, da je variabilna
velikost trgovanja precej boljˇsa od staticˇne velikosti trgovanja. To je bila
zelo pomembna ugotovitev, saj je potrdila nasˇa predvidevanja in skrb, da
sama napoved smeri gibanja ni dovolj, ampak da je velikost gibanja veliko
pomembnejˇsa. Nepricˇakovano so bili rezultati, kjer nismo uporabili znacˇilk s
podatki o preteklih dogodkih celo boljˇsi od rezultatov z temi znacˇilkami. To
se predvsem pozna pri predikciji z linearnimi nivoji.
Vkljucˇitev Google Trends v nasˇe podatke in znacˇilke se je izkazala kot
dobra odlocˇitev. Uporaba Google Trends z linearnimi nivoji je vplivala rahlo
negativno, vendar je pri uporabi klasifikacijskih nivojev Google Trends v
povprecˇju pripomogel k boljˇsim koncˇnim rezultatom. Pri analizi Twitter
podatkov smo ugotovili, da je z nasˇim modelom vecˇina Twitterjevih tweetov
klasificirana kot nevtralna. Glede na omenjeno in glede na to, da smo imeli
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za le eno leto podatkov, smo priˇsli do zakljucˇka, da Twitter v taksˇni obliki
kot je, ne more pripomocˇi k nasˇi raziskavi.
Na koncu analize smo izbrali najboljˇse sete parametrov. V tabeli 1 je
seznam najboljˇsih parametrov skupaj s faktorji prihodkov po letih ter pov-
precˇnim prihodkom.
parameter set\leto 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 AVG
Klasifikacijski nivoji z
variabilnim trgovanjem skupaj
z Google Trends
0.46 2.26 0.48 1.11 0.46 0.82 -1.10 0.64
Klasifikacijski nivoji z
variabilnim trgovanjem brez
zgodovinskih dogodkov
1.49 1.93 -0.64 2.38 0.87 0.44 0.98 1.06
Linearni nivoji z
staticˇnim trgovanjem in
15% mejo predikcije
1.24 1.77 -1.03 1.88 1.07 0.87 0.26 0.87
Tabela 1: Best results
Poleg nasˇih lastnih setov parametrov smo implementirali tudi preproste
sledecˇe referencˇne trgovalne strategije:
• Nakup glede na nocˇno gibanje cen
• Nakup glede na to ali je bil ocenjen profit na delnico dosezˇen
• Vedno kupiti
• vedno prodati
Izkazalo se je, da se v povprecˇju bolj splacˇa kupovati kot prodajati. Re-
zultati sistema kjer kupimo, v primeru dviga ali padca cene cˇez nocˇ, so bili v
povprecˇju pozitivni. Predvsem presenetljivi so bili rezultati kjer smo kupo-
vali, cˇe je bil ocenjen profit na delnico dosezˇen. Ti rezultati so bili izjemno
dobri in so definitivno potrebni nadaljne raziskave.
ix
IV Sklep
V raziskavi smo ugotovili, da je mozˇno delno napovedati gibanje cene delnic
po dogodku. Ena izmed glavnih ugotovitev je bila, da je sam preizkus modela
s simulatorjem kljucˇnega pomena, saj klasifikacijska natancˇnost ni dovolj
dober indikator same uspesˇnosti. Poleg tega je velikost gibanja pomembnejˇsa
od smeri gibanja.
Uspesˇno smo tudi uporabili javni sentiment za nadaljnje izboljˇsanje re-
zultatov. Kljub temu, da nam Twitter podatkov ni uspelo uporabiti, smo
s pomocˇjo Google Trends pokazali, da lahko le ti kljub preprostosti Google
Trends izboljˇsajo rezultate.
x
Chapter 1
Introduction
Investing means putting, most often, money into financial schemes, shares, or
property with the expectation of achieving a profit. Investors usually divide
investment opportunities into two categories. Long term investment con-
taining investments where income is considered over a longer period, ranging
from few years to decades and short term investing, which contains invest-
ments that last from few days to few months. Long term investments try to
capture the overall growth of an institution while short term investments try
to capture temporary market fluctuations.
Investment in stocks and funds is becoming an increasingly popular form
of investing for individual, non-professional investors. These are investors
whose investing is a side profession and are not employed in investing analysis
nor working or are otherwise associated with an investment-related financial
industry.
Publicly traded corporate stocks are traded on stock exchanges. There are
multiple exchanges, and on each exchange, there can be multiple thousands
of registered companies. In table 1.1 an approximate number can be seen for
the world’s five biggest stock exchanges.
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Rank Stock Exchange, Country # of companies Market cap (USD bn)
1 New York Stock Exchange, United States 2800 30,923
2 NASDAQ, United States 3900 10,857
3 Japan Exchange Group, Japan 3673 5679
4 Shanghai Stock Exchange, China 1396 4026
5 Hong Kong Stock Exchange, China 2315 3936
Table 1.1: Number of companies for world’s top 5 exchanges by market cap
(year 2019)
As can be seen, the number of listed companies is enormous even when
considering only the world’s top 5 exchanges. This count can be further in-
creased by taking smaller exchanges into account. It is practically impossible
for a non-professional individual investor to review all these companies for
potential short-term investment opportunities.
1.1 Idea
When investing, there is always a dilemma of what to invest in and when
to invest. There are many options available with varying risk, required fund
allocation, required trade frequency, etc. We wanted to narrow this problem
down and give investors a smaller but more suitable selection for a short term
trading where the upfront allocation of funds is not ineffably large.
In order to focus on that, we decided to study market events. These
are the potential indicators of a short term opportunity where market prices
can significantly fluctuate over a short period. These events can range from
simple political policies to more sophisticated market movements. A field
that is dealing exclusively with studying these events is called Event Study1.
Events can be studied for a variety of different market instruments. The
most common are forex events and stock events. Since forex is a compli-
1Investopedia - Event Study: https://www.investopedia.com/terms/e/
eventstudy.asp
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cated and broad market that is being studied incomparably more than the
stock market, we decided to focus on stock events. One example of such a
stock event is yearly earnings announcement, dividend declarations, C-level
employee resignations and hirings, political policies impacting the company,
company achievements, etc. By focusing on these events, we can narrow the
problem of where to invest and when to invest down to a few critical dates
per company. At the time of the event, we could analyse the current market
and company state, the company’s history, public sentiment about the com-
pany, etc., and then decide whether we take the trade or not. By performing
this analysis, an investor might get a piece of additional crucial information
when making a trading decision.
In our research, we mainly focused on the corporate segment and within
it more accurately on earning announcements. We wanted to analyse what
can be learned from freely available data and see how this correlates to the
actual price movement. With this data, we wanted to construct a model
that could help investors decide what to invest. The benefit of focusing on
corporations is that the system is scalable as it is up to the investors on
what companies they want to track and how much they want to invest in.
Picking more companies increases the number of potential trades that can
be taken in a year. Apart from earning announcements, we also looked into
dividend declaration as potential events. In order to furthermore deepen the
analysis, we wanted to see how much can a public sentiment contribute to
the analysis, and for this, we were interested in analysing Twitter and Google
Trends data.
1.2 Goals
We wanted to limit our research into three key points defined below.
Firstly, the data we use must be publicly accessible and freely available.
Stock exchanges and other financial institutions sell most of the fast and
high-quality data, so additional work is needed to process the low-quality
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data available to us. The most significant advantage for our research is
that earnings announcements and dividend declarations have to be publicly
announced. Necessary information about the company, such as its size, recent
price movement, market reaction to previous events, etc. are all publicly
accessible.
Secondly, the data about events should be analysed with some public
market sentiment since it might give us additional insight into the potential
price movements. Public sentiment could be extracted from social media,
most notably Twitter. The downside is that the Twitter data has to be
queried real-time, so our analysis with Twitter can only span over a much
shorter duration than the other data. We partially offset this problem by
adding Google Trends, which enables us to query past data as well.
Thirdly, the number of trades per year should be flexible, and the up-
front money allocation should not be unachievably large. While assuming
unlimited funds for the theoretical analysis is understandable, it should not
be the requirement for the actual usability of the results of the analysis. To
satisfy this, we need to look into short term trading with very temporal fund
allocations.
Chapter 2
Domain background
2.1 Finance
Finance1 is a broad term which can be associated with multiple different
fields such as banking, capital markets and securities, money, investment,
etc. What is common to all these fields is that they all have either a direct
or indirect connection to money. There are multiple different areas of finance
such as personal, corporate or government finance. Personal finance involves
mainly the situations related to an individual such as money spending, in-
vesting and retirement saving. Corporate finances mainly deal with activities
related to running a corporation such as funding, salaries, budget, etc. Gov-
ernment finance deals on a national level such as taxes, government spending
and project, debt policies, etc. All three branches are interconnected in one
way or the other. For example, government policies might impact corporate
finances which in turn impact individual finances, thus reflecting the change
to the government finances.
This inter-connectivity between different finance branches can be studied
since a piece of valuable information can be learned from it. Even more
importantly, the reaction and consequences in finances can be predicted, and
1Investopedia - Finance: https://www.investopedia.com/ask/answers/what-is-
finance/
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patterns can be analysed to determine the most likely outcome. Because of
this predictability, finance as a research field is widely studied since it can
significantly benefit other fields and sectors.
In our research, we mostly limited ourselves to investment finance. In-
vestment2 is an item or asset that is acquired to increase one’s value. When
speaking about personal finance, it usually refers to holding securities or
property over some time to sell it when its nominal price rises. Since it is di-
rectly correlated to one’s direct gain, investment finance is one of the broadly
studied fields of finance. Patterns and predictability of finance mentioned
above can be directly applied in this process. There is a broad spectrum
on how investments can be made, and for our research, we will mostly limit
ourselves to securities; more specifically stock markets.
2.1.1 Securities and stocks
In finance term security3 represents a financial instrument that holds some
type of monetary value. A most common and simple type of securities is
stocks and bonds.
Stocks4 specifically represent a proportionate ownership in the issuing
corporation. The amount of shares owned entitles a stockholder to the pro-
portion of the corporation 1) earnings and assets and 2) voting rights. Most
investors buy stocks to get earnings as the number of shares to have a mean-
ingful vote power requires more significant capital investments. The main
reason why corporations sell a portion of their share to the general public is
to gain funding required to start and expand their business.
Each corporation decides what to do with their earnings. They can either
1) reinvest it into future growth, 2) store in as financial reserves or 3) payout
dividends to stockholders. If they decide to pay some amount of earnings as
2Investopedia - Investment: https://www.investopedia.com/terms/i/investment.
asp
3Investopedia - Security definition: https://www.investopedia.com/terms/s/
security.asp
4Investopedia - Stock: https://www.investopedia.com/terms/s/stock.asp
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dividends, then each stockholder gets the proportion of earnings being paid
out.
2.1.2 Stock exchanges and stock trading
The stock exchange is a facility where stock brokers can buy or sell different
securities, most commonly stocks and bonds. In order to buy or sell a specific
security, the security first has to be listed in the exchange.
The start of stock exchanges dates back to 1602 when the Dutch East
India Company was founded. It was the first company to issue bonds and
stocks to the general public to gain crucial funding. After that, the impor-
tance of stock exchanges steadily rose. One of the biggest highlights in stock
exchanges was at around millennium when online trading became increas-
ingly popular thus cheaper and more accessible to the general public.
While nowadays all trading happens electronically, the basic principles
are still the same. Investors specify for what price they are willing to buy or
sell a specific stock. This order then goes to a stockbroker who will try to
find another broker who might be selling or buying stock for that price. If
they match prices, then the deal is finished, stock and funds are transferred,
and brokers charge a fee. Because traditionally trades were made by brokers,
each stock exchange has an opening and closing times. These times vary
from stock exchange to stock exchange, but usually, they are opened around
7 hours from morning until evening with some exchanges having a lunch
break.
When trading stocks, only the whole stock can be purchased or sold; it is
impossible to buy only half of the stock. Exchanges usually have a minimum
price stock has to have in order to be listed on that exchange. If the price falls
below that value, it can get removed from the stock exchange. On NYSE
the stock can get removed from the list if its price is lower than 1$ for a
consecutive period of 30 days. While there is a limit for the lowest price,
there is no upper limit which means the stock values can differentiate a lot.
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2.1.3 Stock market index
Stock market index5 is a hypothetical portfolio of different stocks. The com-
position of the stock market index and its subsequent value is determined
on a set of predefined rules which denote the proportion of stocks from an
individual corporation in the portfolio. These proportions can be determined
based on the corporation market-cap-weighted, revenue, etc.
There are multiple indexes available on the market, most known ones are
Dow Jones 30, S&P 500 and Nasdaq Composite6.
Dow Jones 30, also known as DJ30 or DJIA, is one of the oldest indexes
in the world. It is composed of the 30 most significant and most influential
companies in the United States.
The Standard & Poor’s 500, more commonly known as S&P500, is com-
posed of the top 500 companies in the United States. When determining
the proportion of each stock, the stock liquidity, public float, business sector,
financial viability as well as trading history are taken into account. S&P500
is one of the most analysed and traded stock index. Given its wide range
of potential corporations and its well-performing history and popularity, we
decided to focus on this index for our analysis.
The Nasdaq Composite index is an index containing mainly technology
stocks. Due to the nature of the technology sector, this then spreads into
other more prominent sectors such as financials, industrials, insurance, and
others.
5Investopedia - market index: https://www.investopedia.com/terms/m/
marketindex.asp
6Investopedia - overview of US market indexes: https://www.investopedia.com/
insights/introduction-to-stock-market-indices/
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2.1.4 Event study
Event study7 is an analysis on security that analyses a significant catalyst
occurrence that can produce a change in the price of a security. A notion is,
but not necessarily always right that a positive event can lead to a rise in
prices while adverse event can lead to a fall in price.
Movements like this could be captured. By buying before prices rise, or
sell before fall, and close a trade after the move, an investor could efficiently
utilise his funds. Efficiency comes from the fact that funds will be allocated
for a set period until a trade is completed and will be released after that
for a new short term investment opportunity. Performing these short term
trades is way more efficient utilisation of funds than just buying or selling a
security for a more extended period.
Furthermore, an investor can decide if he wants to buy or sell a security at
the time of the event in the contrast of having to decide for buying or selling
way in advance. This possibility can save him from loss of funds relative to
the opening price at which he bought stock.
2.1.5 Earning announcements
One example of market events is earning announcements. Corporations are
obliged by the SEC (Securities and Exchange Commission)8 to publicly an-
nounce their earning announcements. This obligation is to ensure that in-
vestors are up to date with the corporation’s performance. These reports are
one of the primary sources of the corporation’s performance status. Other,
unofficial, sources are investors personal analysis on corporation’s businesses.
Furthermore, this analysis can even help at predicting future earnings, thus
gaining a critical advantage as more stocks can be either bought or sold be-
fore earnings become public knowledge. Some analytic companies specialise
specifically in estimating corporations earning announcements.
7Investopedia - Event study: https://www.investopedia.com/terms/e/
eventstudy.asp
8Investopedia - SEC: https://www.investopedia.com/terms/s/sec.asp
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Expectations of earnings being paid out or even potential future earnings
are one of the critical factors to consider by investors when deciding about
what price is appropriate to pay for the stock. Should corporation have high
earnings, they might be willing to pay out higher dividends. In turn, this
drives prices up to compensate for this increased return on investment.
On the subset we focused on, S&P500, most corporations publish earning
announcements 2 to 4 times per year, giving us a sufficiently large subset of
events. For our research the main point of the announcement is the earning
per share also referred to as the EPS9. EPS tells the investor how much
earning company had for every share, which directly corresponds to the value
of the stock and the potential dividend payout. EPS is crucial as it directs
the short term price movement. Because of this the earning announcement’s
publishing time is also very important as the announcement can happen
before, after or during market hours. The timing here is crucial for detailed
analysis since they will directly reflect the price movement on the same or
the next day.
Different financial analytics submit their estimated EPS before the event
based on their prediction of the announced EPS, which then becomes a part
of an earning calendar. Investors can then speculate on this estimated EPS
beforehand by buying and selling stocks accordingly and try to adjust to the
upcoming announcement. Because of this, the price can fluctuate signifi-
cantly on the day of the announcement, notably if the actual EPS diverged
from the estimated EPS. Based on this differentiation, the surprised percent-
age10 can be calculated, which is also an integral part of our research. There
are multiple ways of calculating the surprise percentage, but the simplest one
is SP = (EPS - estimated EPS)/EPS.
9Investopedia - Earning Per Share (EPS): https://www.investopedia.com/terms/e/
eps.asp
10Investopedia - Surprise Percentage: https://www.investopedia.com/terms/e/
earningssurprise.asp
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2.1.6 Dividend declarations
Corporation can decide to pay our a portion of its earnings via dividends11.
Each stockholder receives a share of this payout based on the number of
shares he has. Because of that, dividends are potentially related to earning
announcement events as higher earnings are more likely to lead to higher
dividend payout.
When money is being paid out of the company via dividends, the stock
price will drop for the same amount. The logic behind this is simple, a stock
represents a percentage of share in the corporation, and if corporation value
drops then the stock price will represent a proportional drop as well.
With dividends, there are four key dates that investors have to be aware
of. Announcement date is the date when the dividend payout is an-
nounced. Ex-dividend date is the final date on which the change in own-
ership of stock will not entitle the new stockholder to the dividend. In order
to receive the dividend, a stock has to be purchased before the ex-date. On
record date corporation checks the list of stockholders. This date is tightly
related to ex-date. In the USA, the stock purchase settlement is finalised in 2
business days after the trade. After all before-ex-date transfers are done, the
corporation can review the final list of stockholders for the dividend payout.
Last key date is payment date, which is when the corporation will payout
dividend to stockholders accounts.
Similar to earning announcements, dividend declarations are a source of
market events that can impact the short term price movement.
2.1.7 Trading strategies
Trading strategy12 is a method of buying and selling securities based on
the predefined rules and conditions for making decisions. These rules and
conditions are based on thorough research of the element being traded and
11Investopedia - Dividends: https://www.investopedia.com/terms/d/dividend.asp
12Investopedia - Trading Strategy: https://www.investopedia.com/terms/t/
trading-strategy.asp
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usually includes multiple parameters such as risk management, required in-
vested funds, market access latency, etc. Strategies can deal with simple
trades such as trading stocks, bonds or forex to more sophisticated trades
such as options. While strategies are not necessarily automated, they should
be so precisely defined that there should be no human emotion or feeling
involved when making decisions. In a sense, the trading strategy is often
associated with trading algorithm since the algorithm requires a strict defi-
nition for decision making.
While for our thesis we did develop a model in a similar sense as it
would be developed for an automated trading strategy it is essential to point
out that our system is not, at least in the current state, meant to be used
as such. The reason why we treat it as such a system, especially during
analysis, is that this is the most reliable way of evaluating the model. Our
system should ideally be used as another direct input to a human, or another
trading algorithm, for making decisions.
2.1.8 Margin trading
Margin is the money that is borrowed from a broker company for investment.
It is a form of a short term loan that is granted for the purchase of securities.
This extra money is often referred to as leverage. When dealing with margin
trading, the investor buys more securities than he could with his funds, thus
multiplying rewards while also multiplying risks. Margin trading is by far
most prominent in the forex market where it is not uncommon to borrow a
value hundreds of thousands of dollars or euros to make a trade. This same
principle can be applied to the stock market as well as giving investors more
flexibility for trading without needing to have sufficient funds on the account.
Depending on the broker, the margin will require an investor to cover a
certain percentage of trade with his funds, and the remainder will be covered
with the borrowed money. Every night the trade is opened, a margin fee
will be charged. While the daily fee is not huge, it can quickly accumulate
over the days and because of this margin, trading is best suited for short
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term trading. If the trade is opened and closed within the same day, then
the margin fee can be avoided altogether. This fee avoidance is especially
valuable for our research since we can disregard margin fees completely.
When trading with margin trades have to be approached from another
perspective, if the trade is at a loss it will automatically be closed when
the total loss of the trade reaches the investor’s current funds thus leaving
the borrowed money safe. This event is also known as the infamous margin
call13. Because of this, the risk analysis has to focus on how much could the
underlying security potentially drop, including market manipulations, before
the trades are automatically closed, and the trader goes bankrupt.
2.2 Machine learning
Machine Learning is the field of study that gives computers the capability
to learn without being explicitly programmed14,15. Machine learning as a
research field is a subset of artificial intelligence. It is closely related to
statistics on which its algorithms are based. Arthur Samuel first named the
term machine learning in 1959 at IBM.
Machine learning algorithms build a mathematical model, also known as a
machine learning model. Model is based on sample data, known as ”training
data”, in order to make predictions or decisions without being explicitly
programmed to perform the task. The idea is to train the model that, based
on the input data, is capable of making an accurate prediction. There are two
types of machine learning algorithms, supervised learning and unsupervised
learning.
In supervised learning, the computer is given example inputs and their
respective outputs. As the name implies, this supervises the algorithm to
construct a model which follows the principle learned from examples. More
13Investopedia - Margin Call: https://www.investopedia.com/terms/m/
margincall.asp
14Machine learning basics: https://www.geeksforgeeks.org/machine-learning/
15Machine learning basics 2: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Machine_learning
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data that is available for training more accurate the model can be.
In unsupervised learning, the algorithm has to find the structure in the
training data. There are no individual learning examples. Unsupervised
learning is most commonly used for clustering of data where data needs to
be grouped into multiple groups.
2.2.1 Supervised learning
In our thesis, we will focus on supervised learning. Some of the principles for
supervised learning also apply to unsupervised learning.
As explained earlier, the model is constructed from provided training
examples to the machine learning algorithm. Training data is composed of
2 parts. 1st part is the training input which is a sample data that is being
fed into the algorithm, and the algorithm has to produce an appropriate
prediction based on this data. 2nd part of training input is the result of
the given input. This result guides the machine learning model to learn the
mapping between the input features and the output result.
Result obtained from the model can be either classification or regression.
In classification, the model will classify the result into one of the defined
discrete classes. An example of this would be email filtering into ”spam”
and ”not spam” classes. In regression, the model will not classify result into
discrete classes but will instead generate a continuous result. An example of
this would be housing prices where the output from the model is the actual
value of the real estate.
There are multiple well-known algorithms to achieve supervised learning,
such as linear and logistic regression, multi-class classification, decision trees,
support vector machines, neural networks, etc. These algorithms, except for
the decision trees, rely on regression which is achieved via the mathematical
principle of gradient descent. The idea is, imagine the input data plotted
on a 2-dimensional plot, to draw the line through the data which as little
negative cases as possible. Through iteration, the parameters of this line
are adjusted to fit better the data, which then reduces an error. The cost
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function is used to determine the current error of the training data.
A very rough overview of the learning procedure is as follows. A training
data is given to the model, and the model then tries to predict an output.
The model stores weights for individual features in order to calculate the
output for the given input. The calculated output is then checked against
the expected output, the cost function calculates an error, and based on the
outcome, the weights are appropriately corrected. This learning is repeated
until the error is small enough. The rate of learning can be adjusted to
ensure that the model will converge but will preferably not get stuck in
some local minimum. On the contrary, the model can also overfit to the
training data, which can lead to a false sense of accuracy as the model can
behave unpredictably when new data is introduced. One of the ways of
combating this is to add regularisation. Regularisation penalises the amount
of learning the model can do in each step, thus making the learn step more
general. Similarly to the learning rate, the regularisation rate can also be set
to increase or decrease the amount of regularisation.
Through our research, we focused on the two most fundamental machine
learning algorithms, the linear and logistic regression. The main reason why
we focused on these two is that simple regression is straightforward to modify,
and models are easy to analyse. These two principles are very similar, so we
tried to use both during our research. Furthermore, utilising more complex
algorithms or even modifying existing algorithms could potentially over-fit
model to our specific data as well as limit our modifiability of the model.
Linear regression
Linear regression is the most basic type of machine learning algorithms. It
tries to do the best possible fit based on training data. The output is a
non-discrete numeric value. The cost function is calculated as a square root
of errors.
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Logistic regression
By having a misleading name, logistic regression is a classification. The
difference when comparing to the linear regression is that logistic regression
will classify the result in one of the two classes. The algorithm is also almost
identical to the linear regression. The main difference is in the processing
of the output which gets fed into Sigmoid function. The final result is a
result of an interval of 0 and 1. From this, we can calculate the percentage
of certainty for each of the classes.
Original logistic regression can only classify features into two classes. If
more classes are necessary, a more sophisticated algorithm composed of mul-
tiple logistic regressions is required which then offers a multi-class classifica-
tion.
2.3 Public sentiment analysis
Public sentiment analysis16 is the process of analysing text data which is
publicly available and categorising it into different classes such as positive,
neutral or negative classes.
The way people react to certain events, and the emotions connected to
this can be seen in their writings. The emergence of social networks signif-
icantly increased the amount of world-wide communication between people
which is mainly done in written form. Social networks brought a whole new
opportunity for both academic as well as industrial research since events and
the public reaction on them could be more easily studied with the reemer-
gence of the machine learning.
One such social media that is widely analysed is Twitter. Twitter as
a social network is very public meaning that whatever users write can be
seen by anyone. Furthermore, compared to alternatives such as Facebook,
Twitter’s users are using it in a slightly more formal way than, for example,
16MonkeyLearn - Sentiment Analysis: https://monkeylearn.com/blog/sentiment-
analysis-of-twitter/
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Facebook is used. This formality and publicity established it as one of the
most analysed and studied social networks.
Depending on the objective, the Twitter analysis can be a difficult task
since it includes the gathering of Tweets and then performing a linguistic
analysis on these tweets. There are multiple methods on how this linguis-
tic analysis can be done to extract the tweet sentiment analysis. A simple
method is, for example, the bag of words model where the content of the
tweet is scanned for positive and negative keywords. More sophisticated
models can also include machine learning and its variations such as deep
learning or reinforced learning.
Another way of looking at the public sentiment is to look at the popu-
larity of certain things. In the domain of finance, an estimation of public
interest into a specific corporation could be a valuable source of information.
Corporations such as Google have access to a large amount of search data
which they then analyse. One freely available tool they offer is called Google
Trends, where they aggregate search terms on their Google search engine in
the form of a chart. While this might not directly reflect the peoples’ emo-
tional aspect, it might reflect their general interest which might arise when
some specific events are happening to or within the company.
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Chapter 3
Research field overview
While both finance and machine learning domains are vast, we tried to focus
on a particular subset which deals with earnings announcements and divi-
dend declarations. We were also interested in how we could enhance this by
adding a public sentiment. To achieve this, we focused on researches that
dealt with both domains as that is the most reliable way of gaining some
comparable results. During our research, we noticed that there are many fi-
nancial research papers which are very theoretical and lack practical testing
on the software side, rendering their methods and suggestions questionable.
On the other hand, we also noticed that there are many machine learning
and IT-oriented researches performed without a good understanding of the
financial domain, thus producing unreliable results at best.
There is more reliable and tested research done on the public sentiment
domain. Results of previous researches show that there is some correlation
between public sentiment extracted from social media like Twitter and other
areas such as political campaigns and finance. We were interested to see how
a direct addition of public sentiment would help to improve our results of
event analysis.
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3.1 Previous research
We based our research on research titled Event-based stock market predic-
tion[1] where Hadi Pouransari and Hamidreza Chalabi try to predict the
price jump of stock the day following the announcement. The main reason
to start of with their research was that their paper clearly stated where they
acquired data, what processing they did on it, defined few basic features used
in machine learning and, most importantly, they used gathered data as it is
without filtering out the ”unwanted” data in contrast to other researches we
encountered. For example, we crossed research done by Mittal et al.[4] where
they filtered out most of the data which could produce bad results. Their
prediction accuracy was very high, but such research is not applicable nor
useful in any real-world scenario.
The main thing our base paper tried to predict is the price jump on the
day following the announcement. If we say that T is the time of the event
and let this time be when the market is closed, then the stock will have some
closing price on the day T-1. Because of the event, investors might reconsider
holding their stocks or will want to buy more stocks quickly before their price
rises. Because of this, the opening stock price on day T might not be the
same as at the closing time the day before. We call this a price jump. To
accurately predict a price jump, we need to know if the event happened before
the stock exchange opening time or after the stock exchange closing time.
If it happened before the opening time, then we need to calculate the jump
from the previous day. If it happened after the closing time, then we need to
calculate the jump to the next day. It is worth noting that our base paper
did not deal with announcements happening while the market was open.
We were interested if we could expand the same principles of estimating
stock price jumps from earning announcement events to dividend declaration
events. We found a few research papers performing the analysis of dividend
declaration events, but none performed the actual prediction. The closest
paper to what we wanted to do was Stock price reactions to stock dividend
announcements: A case from a sluggish economic period [2] by Aditya R.
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Khanal et al. They analysed the stock price movement in the days following
the dividend announcement. To do the analysis, they calculated abnormal
returns. Abnormal return1 is the difference between expected return and the
actual return on investment. While their research was not directly useful
for our research, it did show that analysing the event window is something
worth taking into consideration and that dividend announcements could be
studied as an event.
While the paper by Aditya et al. mainly dealt with dividend declarations
the abnormal return principle they utilised can help us better understand
stock events as well. In paper A Study of Quarterly Earnings Announcement
and Stock Price Reactions [3], T. Mallikarjunappa and J. J. Dsouza investi-
gated the Indian market in terms of self-regulation, more commonly known
as the Efficient Market Hypothesis2. In their research, they found out that
EMH does not apply to the Indian stock market, which was partially also an
inspiration for our research. EMH is a very controversial hypothesis, and as
such, we will not cover it in our research and paper.
As mentioned earlier, we encountered multiple papers that either filtered
data to the point of having an unrealistic subset, or they never performed
proper analysis. Some papers had a fundamental flaw of using their test data
as training data, and some never actually did any analysis beyond the point
of a simple proof of concept. One thing that none of these papers touched
at all, including those that we based our research on, were broker fees and
the real-time availability of data. While broker fees can be small, they do
add up making smaller trades less profitable. Real-time availability of data is
also a luxury that in sold by specialised corporations and their subscriptions
are way above the price range of a non-professional investor. Some prices for
real-time data can reach up to 100.000 USD per year.
Another thing most of the researches failed to take into account is the
time when an investor can buy a stock. It is impossible to buy a stock when
1Wikipedia - Abnormal return: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abnormal_return
2Investopedia - Efficient Market Hypothesis: https://www.investopedia.com/
terms/e/efficientmarkethypothesis.asp
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the market is closed, so calculating the actual price jump does not help much
in practice. To add on that, especially papers dealing with dividends, often
got results where the appropriate time to buy stock was in the past, which is,
again, impossible to do in the real world scenario. Most of our work went into
mitigating these significant flaws that were overlooked by previous research.
One of our goals was also to investigate how can we include the public
sentiment to help us analyse earning announcement and dividend declaration
events. Analysing public sentiment is directly related to natural language
processing, which is a very complex task on its own. Book Deep Learning for
Natural Language Processing [5] touches some of the possibilities for analysing
natural language with a focus on concrete Python examples, and we took
some inspiration for our later bag-of-words model from it to help us analyse
earning announcement and dividend declaration events.
Overall, the research on analysing public sentiment is extensive and is
mainly with the rise of social media thoroughly studied. There are multiple
different ways of analysing public sentiment. For example, some researches
try to classify currently popular trends or try to determine the currently most
prominent issues in the society. Other research might focus more on a specific
event and the public reaction to it. In the context of our research, we were
most interested in the branch that tried to analyse Twitter for determining
the public opinion or reaction to specific events. An especially popular field
of research on this topic is in politics for determining public support[6, 7]
and in the stock market for determining price movements[4, 8, 9].
Chapter 4
Used technologies and tools
4.1 scikit-learn
Scikit-learn1 is a Python module integrating a wide range of state-of-the-art
machine learning algorithms[10]. It enables engineers to build machine learn-
ing models without delving into machine learning algorithm details. Being
well documented, easy to use, have a consistent API and enable to be used
from Python, which is a general-purpose, high-level language makes it popu-
lar for developing machine learning models. It is released under BSD license
making it available to both academic and commercial sectors.
4.2 Orange
Orange 2 is a Python-based open-source machine learning and data visual-
isation toolbox which enables users to quickly and easily analyse data. It
contains an already implemented machine learning algorithms and formulas,
thus enabling the user to design and use models without the necessity of
knowing all the mathematical background. Orange is developed internally
by the Biolab, a laboratory under the Faculty of Computer and Information
1scikit-learn: https://scikit-learn.org/stable/
2Orange: https://orange.biolab.si/
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Science, University of Ljubljana.
Figure 4.1: Orange sample page
Orange comes with a GUI where the user can design models by sim-
ply drag and drop different function boxes and then appropriately connect
them. It also offers a Python library for integration. One of the most signif-
icant benefits of using tools like Orange is the ability to do a quick machine
learning model and then evaluate it. Having different algorithms already
build in it saves both development and testing time as well as a high about
of mathematical domain knowledge required. It also contains all standard
parameters for different machine learning algorithms to allow a fine-tuning
which can improve classification accuracy.
Apart from faster development, it also offers robust testing tools. User
can choose between different evaluation methods from cross-validation to
a separate test data set. Different classification scores are also calculated,
enabling a natural correction of parameters as well as choosing the best
machine learning algorithm.
Apart from the benefits, as it is actively developed, it does contain bugs.
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We encountered some of them which partially slowed down our analysis on
a few occasions. Documentation for its features are also lackey; especially
Python libraries are poorly documented. Note that the figure 4.1 displays
our model in its early stages of research.
4.3 Twitter
Twitter3 is a social networking service where users can post and interact with
each other via messages known as tweets. Users can post, share/re-tweet and
like tweets. In contrast to many other social networks, almost all posts on
Twitter have to be public. This publicly available Tweets, combined with its
vast user base, makes it an exciting platform to study. Furthermore, Twitter
already provides third-party developers with an API where they can filter
and query multiple tweets.
Messages have a specific characteristic that they have to be short, and
they are limited to 280 characters. Furthermore, users can use metadata
tags in their messages via hashtag # or dollar sign $. Metadata is especially
useful when classifying tweet, which helps readers understand the domain
of the tweet. It is also useful when searching for a specific category. Hash-
tags are used traditionally to specify a category of the message, while dollar
signs are reserved for financial categories or corporation tickers. This dol-
lar signs specifically makes querying Twitter for corporate data much more
comfortable since it removes lots of hashtagged messages that do not deal
with financial data.
We queried tweets based on dollar sign since it is mainly used for tagging
financial data. We used Apache Nifi4 to pull all tweets that contained dollar
tags with our selection of corporate tickers. Tweets were saved in a JSON
format with all the metadata that was available for them.
3Twitter: https://twitter.com/
4Apache Nifi: https://nifi.apache.org/
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Figure 4.2: Twitter sample page
4.4 Google Trends
Google Trends5, in our source code and data sometimes referred to as Google
Analytics, is a website by Google which enables users to analyse search query
popularity over time. Users can specify search query they want to analyse
and a period in which they want their analysis to be together with other
metadata parameters such as the geographical area of the search, category
of search and type of search. Google Trends then process this together with
their search statistics and returns a trend data for the requested period. The
trend is merged into time points which can represent from minutes to weeks
based on the period requested. When requesting a yearly period, the data
will be grouped by weeks.
Each time point has a trend value between 0 and 100. Value is calculated
as a proportion to the most popular point in the period set. So a point with
5Google Trends: https://trends.google.com/trends/
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a value of 100 means it was the most popular while a point of 0 means that
there were little to no searches for it in the period that the point represents.
When searching for trends on the website, the website will also draw a
chart of popularity to give the user a better overview of the trend movement.
In the free version, the data can be manually downloaded but only for the
requested period.
Figure 4.3: Google Trends sample page
Downloaded data is in the simple CSV format. 1st column represents the
date the point represents, and the 2nd column represents the trend value for
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that point. If more search queries were being analysed, then the CSV will
contain additional columns with trend data for those points.
Chapter 5
Implementation
As can be already seen from the research field overview, we had to connect
multiple separate research fields. To achieve this, we separated our research
into multiple stages and segments. Due to the complexity when dealing
with the stock market, we implemented multiple different approaches to our
problem and performed different types of analysis. Our system was based on
multiple parameters which determined how the system behaves and works
from machine learning parameters to the simulator parameters.
For the list of companies, we took the companies listed on S&P500. We
decided to do this since it offers us a broad range of companies as well as
giving us a list of companies that most likely have regular events that are well
analysed by a 3rd party finance companies. To remove potential confound
of having a preference towards only successful corporations, we analysed all
companies that were on the list or were added to the list of S&P500 between
2013 and 2019.
5.1 Data acquisition and cleanup
Up to date finance data is being made available by stock exchanges and
finance analytic companies. Since this data is precious to the investors, it is
usually not available for free, at least in a compact, ready to use and high-
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quality format. We work around this issue by utilising lower quality data
and delayed data. Delayed data is often available free of charge with its
limitation that it is delayed long enough that the real-time investor would
be at a severe disadvantage. Furthermore, data history for events is mostly
limited to the past five years, and in some cases, even to only two years, so
we were forced to limit our analysis to the last five years. Furthermore, the
website also had to either offer an API or be suitable for web scrapping.
Due to this limitation, we gathered data for our research from multiple
sources. In the table 5.1 we listed different sources we used and way of
obtaining data from those sites.
Data Type Acquisition Method Website URL
Historical Stock Prices Scrapping www.alphavantage.co
Earning Announcement Data Scrapping
www.nasdaq.com/
earnings/
earnings-calendar.aspx
Earning Announcement Times API api.earningscalendar.net
Earning Announcement
Data and Times
(2nd round)
Scrapping
https://finance.yahoo.com/
calendar/earnings
Dividend Declarations Scrapping www.nasdaq.com/symbol
Google Trends Auto-clicker trends.google.com
Twitter Data Apache Nifi N/A
Table 5.1: Table of used data sources
5.1.1 Multiple data acquisitions
We acquired data in 2 parts to enable us to start development before we had
final data. 1st round of data acquisition was done in April 2019, and the 2nd
round of data acquisition was done in May 2020.
We encountered numerous issues in the 2nd round of data acquisition.
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Earnings Calendar changed from a free model to paid model, which meant
it was not a valid source for us anymore. Furthermore, NASDAQ modified
its web page to become a one-page website rendering it impossible to scrap
via the GET requests. After analysis for alternative sources, we found out
that Yahoo Finance now offers both event data and times but only for the
past two years which was sufficient for our needs but not optimal since new
companies were added to the S&P500 list for which we did not have events
that happened over two years ago. It also complicated the data processing
since we were unable to acquire all data from Yahoo and had to combine old
and new data. In contrast to Earnings Calendar source from the first round of
data acquisition, Yahoo earning announcement times were less detailed which
in turn meant we had to treat all non-before-market-open (BMO) events as
after-market-close (AMC). It also did not contain information about the
company’s market cap at the time of the event. We had to rewrite our data
acquisition scripts to acquire entirely new data and then merge it with old
and new data together. The final result was a more significant but usable
set of data.
5.1.2 Data quality
As can be seen from the table, we had very diverse acquisition sources. For
sources which provided us with an API, we were able to acquire data in
a reasonably structured format which was either a CSV (comma-separated
value) table or a JSON structure. For websites that did not offer us an API,
we had to perform scrapping. Since these websites were usually relatively
simple and we wanted to minimise scraping logic, we limited ourselves to
simple HTTP GET requests. Via the regex and find-replace functionality,
we extracted and cleaned the required data from the website and wrote it to
a CSV file. It is worth noting that the data, from both API and scrapping,
was often of poor quality. There were errors in data itself, some of it had
missing values, and some of it even had invalid values. We implemented
a few additional functionalities into our scripts to clean this data during
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acquisition.
Both acquisition methods relied on making lots of web requests to a single
website. Websites that provided API usually had a limit on requests per
minute while websites, where we performed scrapping, did not pose any strict
limit but had written in their terms of service that users of their site have to
follow the fair use policy. For this purpose, we limited the number of requests
we sent per minute to a small amount which was between 1 to 5 requests per
minute.
5.2 Data Processing
We did the necessary cleaning of acquired data during the acquisition phase
by removing non-data parts, unwanted data and erroneous data. In general,
we wanted to keep as much scrapped data as possible, so we did not remove
correct but, for our research, unneeded data during the 1st phase. In the 2nd
phase, we ran additional scripts to extract further just the data we wanted.
We streamlined the date format to YYYY-MM-DD where D represents a
day in two digits, M represents month with two digits, and YYYY represents
the year in four digits. Python also uses this data format, so it made the
importing of data into Python easier. It is worth noting that counting of
both days and months starts with 1.
Historical prices were stored in 1 file per company. Inside each file, data
was stored as a CSV table with a header of timestamp, opening price, highest
price in a day, lowest price in a day, closing price, adjusted close price, daily
trade volume, dividend amount (we did not use this), stock split and split
coefficient. We only had available data for daily stock prices. The limitation
we were forced to do was to look at events daily and not on a more precise
hourly basis.
Dividend declaration data was, similarly to historical prices, split into
multiple files with one file per company. Each file contained multiple divi-
dend events, and for each event, the data consisted of dividend ex-date, cash
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amount, declaration date, record date and payment date.
5.2.1 Earning announcements
Processing of earning announcements was split into two parts; processing of
data acquired in the first acquisition round and data acquired in the second
acquisition round.
1st acquisition round
Earning announcement times were all added to one CSV list where each
row represented an event with timestamp, corporation ticket and time of
the event. This format was also used in our base research paper. We later
processed this data in our final Python script.
Actual event data was acquired from a different source than event times.
It was split into multiple files where each file represented one timestamp.
Inside the file, we had data of company doing an announcement, market cap
of the company, reported date, ending of their fiscal quarter, EPS forecast,
number of EPSes, final EPS and the surprise percentage.
Both of these data was then later merged based on timestamps and com-
pany tickers.
2nd acquisition round
Processing of the newer Yahoo data was more comfortable than processing
the 1st acquisition round data since the event already contained the event
time. Similarly to the data from the 1st acquisition round, we stored data
into multiple CSV files where each file represented a timestamp. Inside the
file, data represented the company ticker, company name, announcement
time, estimated EPS, actual EPS and the surprise percentage.
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Merging of data
Data were then merged based on the event date and company for which event
happened. Yahoo data did not contain the same data as the data from the
first acquisition round. Subsequently, we had to remove the market cap, the
number of estimated EPS, etc. from the final data and the list of features
used for machine learning.
5.2.2 Opening-closing price
Announcement events can happen either before, after or during market hours.
While we managed to gather historical announcement times, its accuracy was
limited to before market hours, aftermarket hour or other which represented
either during market hours or unknown time. Furthermore, the data from
the 2nd acquisition round was less detailed than that acquired in the 1st
acquisition round.
If the announcement time stated that the event happened before market
opening, we performed trade as soon as the market opened at the opening
price. If the time of the event was unknown or it was aftermarket closed,
then we performed trade on the next day. The same reasoning was applied
to holidays and weekends.
Because we had limited information about the event time and we were
forced to operate on daily stock prices, we wanted to remove any possibility
of introducing future data into events, which would result in false results.
We decided to treat all events that did not happen before market opening
as aftermarket events. This way, we might process some events later than
they happened, which should produce worse overall results but in contrast,
remove any potential future bias.
It is worth noting that this does not necessarily give us the most accurate
numbers since in the real world scenario prices can fluctuate at the opening
and closing times, but it should give us a reasonably close approximation.
Furthermore, an event that happened during market hours could already
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impact the price until the next day. Our differentiation from most of the
other event-based research is precisely in this consideration of opening and
closing prices and their relation to the event times since many research papers
either assumed that one could, for example, buy a stock at the previous day
closing price. Our based paper also did not consider that the event can
happen during market hours.
5.3 Data Analysis
After all the data processing, we feed it into the machine learning model.
We took some of the features from our base research paper. Authors of our
base paper specified that they utilised over 50 features, but in their paper,
they only specified the ten most significant ones. We then defined additional
features ourselves. We also defined multiple features for additional data we
had since our research utilised more diverse data than our base paper did.
Features from the base papers were:
• Surprise factor[0] > 0
• EPS[0] > EPS[-1]
• EPS[-2] - 2 EPS[-1] + EPS[0] > 0
• Earning Jump[-1] > 0
• Standard deviation((High - Low) / close) / Mean((High - Low) / close)
in last 90 days
• Standard deviation((High - Low) / close) / Mean((High - Low) / close)
in last 10 days
• 1 Billion < Market cap < 10 Billions (later removed due to data in-
compatibility)
We did initial tests with the market cap, but it did not have a high
impact on results. When we did the second round of data acquisitions,
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the new data did not provide us with a market cap. Thus, we removed
this feature from the final list of features.
• Standard deviation((High - Low) / close) in last 90 days
• Earning Jump[-3] > 0
• Earning Jump[-2] > 0
Additionally we added the following features:
• Day
• Month
Useful for analysis, especially if events follow some pattern around spe-
cific months such as March or April when most companies have the end
of the fiscal year.
• Year
• Corporation ticker
Actual information for which company the event was for did not bring
any improvements but only greatly complicated our system, so we re-
moved it in the final analysis.
• Average volume in last seven days
• EPS > EST EPS
• Overnight earning jump (-1, 0, 1)
We check the earning jump on the night before the event and the open-
ing price the next day. Since we are only using opening price, there is
no future data introduced.
• Overnight discrete percentage earning jump
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We define multiple discrete levels based on jump percentage. It makes
analysis easier as well as adding additional data to the machine learning
in regards to jump size classification.
• Company trend in the previous week (See Google Trends analysis)
• Average company trend in the previous month (See Google Trends
analysis)
• Highest company trend in the previous month (See Google Trends anal-
ysis)
• Lowest company trend in the previous month (See Google Trends anal-
ysis)
• Average positive-negative sentiment in the past month (see Twitter
analysis)
• Average positive-negative sentiment in the past week (see Twitter anal-
ysis)
• average positive-negative sentiment in the past month for the company
(see Twitter analysis)
• average positive-negative sentiment in the past week for the company
(see Twitter analysis)
5.3.1 Logistic regression
While logistic regression is one of the simplest models available and thus
limited in its potential, we still decided to use it. One of the main reasoning
was that it is easier to understand it since one can just look at the weights
and get the idea about the system. It also requires way less fine-tuning and
parameters than let us say neural networks.
Furthermore, we performed no modifications to the standard default al-
gorithm. While there are optimisations and modifications we could do, such
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as adding different thresholds or adding a preference for different features,
we wanted to keep algorithm modifications to a minimum. Similar goes with
fine-tuning of parameters. The reasoning is that market situation changes a
lot, and having an over-fitted solution to our data would almost definitely
produce different results in the future. It also makes the model more ro-
bust since there is a lower chance of a potential error in our research getting
introduced into the model.
Initially, we used Orange to train our classifiers and to get a general
feeling on what our accuracy can be. We found out that there were only
slight differences between different machine learning algorithms and that fine-
tuning does not improve accuracy by a lot. Improvements were in the range
of less than 5% between non fine-tuned logistic regression and tuned other
algorithms such as neural networks, SVM, etc.
While Orange was sufficient for our initial analysis, it was not very flexi-
ble for our final analysis. We tested multiple models with different simulator
parameters, and Orange proved hard to be automated into this process. Few
software bugs were also slowing down our analysis or giving us erroneous
results. Documentation for integrating it into our Python scripts was also
lacking. For this purpose, we decided to re-implement machine learning by
utilising scikit-learn, which allowed us to automate the training and evalua-
tion of our models fully.
We implemented two different models for our analysis which differentiate
in the way the classification is made. The linear levels model tried to classify
the event into a positive, negative or neutral event. This linear levels effec-
tively meant it tried to predict whether the price will rise, fall or stay the
same. This method is the most straightforward and also the closest to what
most research papers implemented. The more sophisticated method, classi-
fication levels, try to classify the event outcome into multiple classification
levels based on how much it thinks the price will move and in what direc-
tion. This method is way more complicated since the model has to handle
the price appropriately, but it also offers additional information when decid-
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ing whether to take the trade or not. Both models are further explained in
the prediction types chapter.
Data preparation
In order to enable proper processing of the binary values, we had to encode
our data to a one-Hot encoding1. One-Hot encoding is an encoding data to a
series of bits where only one bit can be set to true, and all others have to be
set to false. This process expanded the number of features that the machine
learning algorithms had to process quite significantly. Due to this reason,
and due to more mediocre model accuracy, we decided not to include the
corporation ticker in our model. Removal of corporation tickers did, apart
from significantly reducing the number of feature columns by 500, also made
the model more scalable. If a new corporation is added to the list, then the
whole model and logic do not have to be re-modified. This skipping of the
corporate ticker is a critical point that enables our model to be portable to
different data-sets.
5.3.2 Trade value
Since stock prices differentiate a lot, it is essential to handle these differences
as well. The system should not always buy a fixed amount of stocks since
this can result in more expensive stocks having a more significant drag on
the total portfolio income.
For the research purposes, we assumed that the trades could be made with
the infinite amount of money which can effectively mean we can proportion-
ally buy stocks; we can trade multiple cheaper stocks and fewer expensive
stocks. Since this can on an infinite scale directly correlates with the stock
price movement percentage, we decided to only look at the movement per-
centages when determining trade results.
We furthermore enhanced the system by enabling the so-called certainty
1One-Hot encoding: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/One-hot
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based trades. The certainty based trades can be either enabled or disabled
in the simulator. If it is disabled, then all trades will be of the same size. If
it is enabled, then the trade size will reflect our model’s certainty into the
classification. More certain we are about it, the more significant trade we will
perform. This system has two reasonings. 1st reason is that if we are sure
about the event outcome, then the chances of it being a correct prediction
are higher. 2nd reason is that many events could be on edge between buying
and selling and their result success is not much better than a pure gamble,
by making small trades we can still try and profit on them, but if they turn
out to be a losing trade, it should not drag the success of the whole model
down.
Throughout our research and especially in the analysis part, we mainly
mention factors. The factor of 1 represents a 100% income. It is essential
to understand the difference between the factor income and the initial cash
investment. When opening a trading account, the money deposit has to
be sufficiently large to properly utilise margin (see margin section for more
information on margin). When performing individual trades, we will never
use all of the initial funds to fund the trade; initial funds are deposited to
cover losses. Instead of using initial funds for trades, we determine some other
value which is the trade base size. The base will be used when performing
trades, and the percentage profit or loss for each event is tied to this base
value. Due to this fact, the factor of 1 does not relate to initial funds but
means that in that year we doubled base funds.
In the real world, the base value has to be sufficiently large to allow a
proper subdivision for different financial instruments; some stocks are expen-
sive. Thus we might not be able to buy an equal amount of them compared
to cheaper stocks due to rounding issues. Big enough base value also directly
correlates to the broker fees, which are often composed of fixed and variable
fees. Trade size should be big enough to offset the fixed fees.
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5.3.3 Prediction types
For classifying whether to take a trade or not, we implemented two different
methods; linear levels and classification levels. Furthermore, we implemented
different systems for determining the trade size, which varied based on the
classification method.
Linear levels
In linear levels, we tried to follow what other research papers did and tried
to classify whether the event outcome will be positive, negative or neutral.
If an event is neutral it means that we are too undecided about the result,
so we do not perform the trade, if it is positive, it means we expect the
price to rise and if it is negative, we expect the price to fall. This method is
more simple than the classification levels prediction type since it only has to
predict the general direction of price movement correctly, but it also offers
less flexibility.
To decide whether the event is considered positive, negative or neutral,
we used a prediction threshold. When the threshold was set to 0, we simply
checked what the event outcome is and decide to take the trade based on
that. This method is the closest approximation to what other papers used.
If the threshold was set to anything above 0, then we determine the trade
based on the certainty of classification. If an event was classified as neutral,
we do not perform the trade. If the positive/negative outcome out-weights
the neutral event, then we check the actual difference in the classification
certainty between them. If the difference for the positive event is more sig-
nificant than the negative event for the threshold, then we take the buy trade.
Likewise, we do it the opposite way around for the negative event.
Classification levels
In classification levels, we tried to decide whether to take the trade or not
based on the discrete level that the event was classified in. In contrast to
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the linear levels where we tried to classify trade into positive, negative and
neutral here with the classification levels, we try to classify trade into multiple
different levels based on the expected price movement. This method is more
complicated than the linear levels as it puts more stress on the machine
learning model since it needs to be aware of the actual price movement as
well.
The motivation behind this method is that the more the discrete level
deviates from 0, the higher the chance is that the event will move into that
direction. For events where the outcome is uncertain, meaning they fit into
the classification level of 0, we will not take the trade while for the events
that got classified into levels further away from 0 we can expect them to
move into that direction. We determined the discrete levels arbitrary. When
preparing training data, we checked the price movement, and we rounded it
to the nearest classification level. Levels can be see in the table 5.2.
After we decided to take the trade or not, we then had to choose how
big trade we want to perform. With trade size, we tested two different
multipliers; fixed trade size and trade size based on the discrete level.
With fixed trade size, we always performed a trade with a fixed multiplier,
in the same manner, the trades in linear levels method were performed. This
fixed trade size effectively means we always purchase or sell the same amount.
We also experimented with a variable multiplier based on the discrete level.
If the event got classified into discrete level further away from 0 the higher
multiplier, we assigned to the trade. The reasoning behind it is that if we are
very confident that the trade will move into one direction, then the general
chances of it moving the opposite way are lower, thus investing more.
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Discrete Jumps
-0.5
-0.35
-0.25
-0.15
-0.07
-0.03
-0.01
0
0.01
0.03
0.07
0.15
0.25
0.35
0.5
Table 5.2: Table of discrete levels in factors used during classification pre-
diction type
5.4 Simulation
While the accuracy given by running machine learning on the given data gives
us a good overview of the success of our model, it can potentially be prone to
either over-fitting or under-fitting. Pure accuracy is also not sufficient since
the stock’s absolute gain or loss also plays an important role.
One of the most efficient ways of estimating the actual usefulness of the
model is to run it on the actual data as it would have been in the real world
scenario. To do that, we created a simulator which iterates through all events
and analyses each event as it would be in the real world.
Based on a few parameters which can be specified via the configuration
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file, we analyse the event data and decide if we will buy, sell or do nothing
when an event occurs. If we decided to take a trade, we also experimented
with different ways of trade size proportions. For example, if we were very
confident about the stock directions, we were willing to invest more funds
into the stock.
Since we had data for a total of 6 years from 2014 to 2019, we used five
years for training the model and one year for simulator testing. We shuffled
these six years to make more test data where we would always train on five
years and use one year for testing. As such, we were able to acquire a total
of 6 different measurements, 1 for each possible simulator test year. We also
had data for the year 2020, but due to abnormal situation, we decided not
to use it, see the section about the year 2020 for more information on that.
Initially, we utilised Orange for building machine learning model, but
when our analysis became more sophisticated, we re-implemented machine
learning in Python with scikit-learn. This reimplementation enabled us to
automate the analysis as well as giving us more flexibility when deciding
about trade parameters.
5.4.1 No history
In order to make our model more lightweight, we also experimented with a no-
history option. When this parameter is set all features that require historical
earning events are removed from the model. Not being reliant on historical
events enables the model to rely less on past events, which makes individual
events more equal since not all events had historical events available to derive
those features from.
The success of this experiment got mixed results, as can be seen in the
analysis. However, it did give us the insight to develop a simulator feature
that could classify an individual independent event as long as there is a model
constructed with or without no-history. Such independence enables us to
classify a potential upcoming event without all the historical data needed
to define the feature. For classification, only the minimum data has to be
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available such as historical prices for the last month and event data itself,
such as EPS and estimated EPS. While this has not directly benefited the
results of our research, it did enable us to analyse potential individual events
in the future.
5.5 Dividend declarations
At the start of our research, we had a goal to span our analysis to the
dividend declarations as well. It turned out very early into our research
that the dividend declarations are very different from earning announcements
and should not be treated as such. The main difference is that dividend
announcement events can span for weeks between the announcement and
the payout. In contrast to earning announcement where an event impacts
the price movement, with the dividend declarations, the perceived value of
the stock does not change. Money that is paid our via dividend is directly
subtracted from the stock price, thus making it a 0-sum event. The whole
study of the event would have to focus on the actual buildup towards the stock
price before the event thus a prediction on potential dividend dates upfront
would be required as well as a manual estimation on the expected payout. All
this puts dividend declarations far out of the scope of our analysis. Thus, we
concluded that separate research is needed to analyse dividend declarations
properly.
5.6 Twitter Data Collection and Processing
5.6.1 Data collection
Together with the Google Trends, one of the key additions to the generic
market data available to us would be adding the Twitter sentiment. The
main downside, compared to Google Trends is that we have to collect data
in a real-time which was only able to give us data for a short period.
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For querying real-time Twitter data, we used Apache Nifi2. In order to
limit the number of Tweets queried, we had to define certain tags. In Twitter,
a dollar sign exists for tagging trading oriented data. We queried all Tweets
that contained the $ticker where ticker was any of the S&P500 corporation
tickers.
5.6.2 Processing
Determining a Twitter text sentiment is a very complex task. There was
much research done on this topic, and most of it involves training complex
model just for the analysis. Since Twitter sentiment data was just one of our
features and only for a limited time, we decided to go with a simple model
based on the bag of words classification.
We classified Tweets based on the bag of words model. For the basis, we
used the Loughran-McDonald word list[11]. The list defines seven different
categories which are used for classification:
• Positive words
• Negative words
• Uncertainty words
• Litigious words
• Strong modal words
• Weak modal words
• Constraining words
For each Tweet, we counted the number of words belonging to their re-
spective categories. We then extracted the Tweet corporation ticker based
on the $ sign and stored the category values for that corporation. We also
logged general Twitter sentiment for that day. We mainly focused on positive
2Apache Nifi: https://nifi.apache.org/
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and negative words categories since they are directly related to our event. We
had initial plans to experiment with other categories once we can evaluate
how to introduce them properly.
We defined four feature vectors to be used in making of our machine
learning model:
• Average general positive-negative sentiment ratio in the past month
• Average general positive-negative sentiment ratio in the past week
• Average company positive-negative sentiment ratio in the past month
• Average company positive-negative sentiment ratio in the past week
We calculated ratio as a ratio between positive and negative sentiment.
The calculation formula was the following:
mean([x/y for x,y in positive sentiment, negative sentiment])
In the formula, the positive sentiment and negative sentiment represent
an array of their respective word counts for each day in the last N days.
5.7 Google Trends Data Collection, Process-
ing and Analysis
During our research, we noticed that we could get some insight into public
sentiment without Twitter via Google Trends. The motivation for this came
from cryptocurrency trading where, as with informal discussion with some
traders, there used to be some correlations between trend data and price
movements.
While not being a replacement for Twitter, we could potentially learn
something about the market by analysing trends of search terms for indi-
vidual corporation via Google search engine. For search terms, we used the
corporation market tickers.
Since the free version of Google Trends is limited, we had to limit our
analysis. We managed to acquire a yearly trend for each corporation for
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the last six years. Trends for each year were grouped weekly with the more
popular weeks having values closer to 100 and less popular weeks having value
closer to 0. Limitation of this approach is that it is hard to compare trends
directly with other years since weeks will have a value between 0 and 100
based on that year’s trend. While this is not sufficient to compare different
corporation together or individual years, it could potentially give us some
insight into the correlation between search trend and event price movement.
We collected yearly trends for each corporation. Since the free version
does not allow us to download already accumulated data and different scrap-
per tools are outdated, we had to download data for an individual year for
every corporation manually. Such yearly centric data meant that our trend
polarities between years were not comparable. An additional downside was
that Google Trends group trend data weekly, which further limited our trend
analysis. We had to pay close attention that the trend value we used repre-
sented the trend before the announcement event since a trend that spans over
announcement event could potentially contain some additional information
that is not available at the time of the event.
To acquire data, we wrote an automated clicking script which, for every
corporation, iterates through all six years and acquires and downloads trend
data. From the received data, we then constructed four feature vectors. We
had to be careful that the trend week did not overlap with our event date
since it would mean we are introducing some future data into our event
analysis.
1st feature vector contained the company trend in the past week. 2nd
feature vector contained the common company trend in the last month. For
this, we took trends for the last five weeks and averaged them together. In
the same notion, the 3rd feature represented the highest trend in last month
and the fourth feature represented the lowest trend in the last month.
Chapter 6
Analysis
6.1 Parameters
Our system was based on multiple parameters which determined how the
system behaves and works from machine learning parameters to the simulator
parameters. While simulator had multiple utility parameters such as enable
caching for different runs or enabling and disabling of individual features,
the more important parameters are displayed in the table 6.1.
When using classification for classifying the results, we used a fixed set
of classification levels. When determining announcement jump, we rounded
the expected jump value to the nearest classification level. Discrete levels
enabled us a more discrete control of estimations while also allowing us to
utilise similar machine learning model as we utilised for linear classification
with minimalist changes. See table 5.2 for the list of classification levels we
used throughout our research and analysis.
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Parameter name Description
CLASSIFY RESULTS
If set to true we will use classification prediction
type otherwise we will use linear prediction type
DISCRETE JUMPS
Jumps used for classification when classification
prediction type is enabled
PREDICTION THRESHOLD
Threshold in certainty when deciding whether
to take the trade or not
CERTAINTY BASED TRADES
If set to true the trade size will be dependent on
prediction certainty if linear prediction type is
selected or on the discrete jump the outcome was
classified into if classification prediction type is selected
SKIP LEARNING 2020
If set to true the 2020 data will be skipped from
training data; this is due to unpredictable situation
with COVID-19 the 2020 data can severely worsen
overall results in non crisis years as well
NO HISTORY
Set to true to disable features which deals with
companies past earning announcement events
PROCESS GOOGLE TRENDS
Set to false to disable the inclusion of Google Trends
features in model
Table 6.1: Notable simulator parameters
6.2 Analysis
Initially, we tried to evaluate the quality of our model via machine learning
accuracy. This method proved to be unreliable since the accuracy of cor-
rectly predicted movement directions is only partially correlated with the ac-
tual success of the model. At some point, we had an accuracy of around 70%
while the real-world performance was negative. Moreover, after the necessary
tuning of parameters, our accuracy dropped to 55% while our real-world per-
formance skyrocketed from being on average for five years in minus to making
about 300% profit. This difference can partially be reasoned with that in the
real world, the accuracy of predictions is not as important as the actual price
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movement. To give a concrete example, having nine small winning trades
can get very easily outdone by one big losing trade. Most research papers
we studied made precisely this mistake where they only compared machine
learning model accuracy without testing it on any real-world scenario. Fur-
thermore, we tried not to do an overly over-fitted machine learning model, so
we tried to keep the parameter modifications to a minimum to have a more
robust model.
Due to this reason, we decided not to focus on machine learning accuracy
and completely ignored it. To properly evaluate our model, we created a
simulator. As with before, our learning data consisted of 5 years of training
data and 6th-year simulator data. We then shuffled simulator testing year
so that every year got simulated at least once. Each shuffled run was in-
dependent of previous tests since we did not want to simulate a year that
was previously used for training. It is, again, worth pointing out that lots of
research papers we encountered made this exact mistake where they trained
and tested on the same data.
Our simulator’s input was a machine learning model and the data for
the 6th year. The simulator then iterated through events in that year and
evaluated their outcomes based on the machine learning model. It then
calculated to profit or loss from these trades in the same way as they would
happen in the real world. It would also log different values such as profit or
loss and profit or loss percentage as well as some statistics for further analysis.
The simulator had multiple parameters with which it can be fine-tuned, such
as different thresholds and modes.
6.2.1 Model and simulator parameters
While our simulator required multiple parameters to be set, we could identify
a few key parameters that we then conducted an extensive analysis on. These
parameters are:
• Prediction type
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• Do certainty based trades
• Use Google Trends
• Use historical data
• Prediction threshold (linear prediction type only)
As the analysis of all possible parameters is both time-consuming and
would most likely not reveal vast improvements, we decided to focus on
the main parameters listed above and left other parameters on their preset
values. We experimented with different values for the critical parameters
listed above, which we then labelled as parameters sets.
6.2.2 Year 2020
The year 2020 is the unique year in our set of data contributing to the fact
that it spans almost entirely over the time of the COVID-19 outbreak, which
resulted in a temporary financial crisis. Because of this abnormal situation,
the data for the year 2020 is very different compared to previous years. Since
our model was trained on data for, so-called, average years it does not perform
well on the year 2020. While we added the year to our analysis tables, we did
exclude it from the analysis since its outcome is not relevant for our study.
Furthermore, we had to exclude the year 2020 from training data as well
since the abnormal situation impacts the test data enough for it to ruin the
model prediction.
6.2.3 Simulator results
We found out that looking at the machine learning model accuracy was not
sufficient to properly evaluate the research, and for this reason, we imple-
mented simulator. Machine learning score was not very useful at determining
the success of the model at all. Accuracy of our model for different parameter
sets fluctuated greatly from as low as 15% to as high as 53%. In none of the
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cases did the score reflect the actual result and some runs where the machine
learning score was meagre; the actual profit was very high.
Due to the complexity of the problem and challenges connected into mak-
ing a model predict it, the results did fluctuate a bit between runs. We got
slightly different results with the same parameter set and input data every
time we would run the model. Such differences are mainly due to the ran-
domness in machine learning and its model creation as there are lots of local
optimums. Local optimums also signal that there is no one transparent way-
to-go model. To mitigate this, we ran the simulator on the same parameters
multiple times to get a feeling on the average consistent result. Results pre-
sented in the following sections and subsections focus on a single run for each
year, but we checked that the values are on par with other runs.
6.2.4 Raw results
Below are the tables of our results which we will then further analyse in the
sub-chapters.
When the simulator is performing trades, the trade size might be im-
pacted by parameter set values. For example, trade size might be different
when we are doing certainty based trades than when making fixed trades.
Such trade size variations make a comparison of different parameter sets
nearly impossible. After we ran the analysis, we had to process the result
to a collective scale. We did this by calculating the standard deviation and
then calculating the final values by dividing the value with the standard de-
viation. This way, we modified all values to the same standard deviation,
which enabled us to plot results and compare them objectively. If not oth-
erwise specified, we will use transformed results in analysis. Furthermore, if
not otherwise specified, we will not use the prediction threshold when using
linear prediction type; threshold value will be set to 0%.
When doing this transformation, we did lose the precise absolute results
from individual parameter set runs but for the analysis and comparison of
different parameter sets the only valuable information is the relative income
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over the years, and this did not change. The absolute values might be dif-
ferent, for example, profit or loss might be bigger or smaller, but the ratio
between years will always be the same. It can thus be reasoned that before
applying our system in the real world, the analysis would have to be done in
order to determine these factors and apply them to all trades to prevent the
increased risk.
Table 6.2 and 6.3 display results for different parameter sets. Values in
tables are the factor of that year’s income or loss. A factor of 1 would mean
that there was a 100% gain in that year. AVG refers to the average factor
over the years, including the year 2020, for that parameter set and SDEV
represents the standard deviation. Fac is the factor with which we should
multiply the results in order to transform them to a common scale. In table
6.3, the SDEV and Fac will be set to 1 since the data is already transformed.
Overall it is tough to compare different parameter sets together since
the results vary in small details. It is also hard to compare the impact of
individual parameters since the patterns are very dependent on the parameter
set as a whole.
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parameter set\year 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 AVG SDEV Fac
Classify certainty 0.02 -0.06 0.02 0.10 -0.01 0.05 -0.08 0.00 0.06 15.95
Classify certainty
no history
0.03 0.12 -0.04 0.08 0.05 -0.05 0.00 0.03 0.06 16.38
Classify fixed 0.42 1.44 -0.09 0.46 -2.25 1.67 -1.57 0.01 1.46 0.69
Classify fixed no history 0.46 0.54 -0.95 2.69 -1.58 -0.94 -2.23 -0.29 1.66 0.60
Classify certainty trends 0.03 0.14 0.03 0.07 0.03 0.05 -0.07 0.04 0.06 16.39
Classify certainty
no history trends
0.07 0.09 -0.03 0.11 0.04 0.02 0.04 0.05 0.05 22.20
Classify fixed trends 0.50 1.98 1.09 2.58 0.96 -1.68 -0.03 0.77 1.39 0.72
Classify fixed
no history trends
1.97 3.02 0.50 1.14 2.18 -0.50 -2.77 0.79 1.95 0.51
Linear certainty 10.65 12.44 -6.76 -0.43 -7.81 10.09 -6.74 1.63 9.16 0.11
Linear certainty no history 9.16 9.19 -7.66 6.88 -8.36 16.82 -9.70 2.33 10.67 0.09
Linear fixed 1.21 2.12 -1.18 0.44 -1.49 1.56 -1.31 0.19 1.51 0.66
Linear fixed no history 1.58 2.60 -1.86 0.86 -2.10 2.15 -1.01 0.32 1.95 0.51
Linear certainty trends 6.99 13.67 -6.31 -2.77 -7.58 9.02 -9.14 0.55 9.16 0.11
Linear certainty
no history trends
8.80 11.69 -6.68 6.80 -9.28 19.17 -9.16 3.05 11.38 0.09
Linear fixed trends 1.00 2.01 -1.02 -0.54 -1.15 2.34 -1.23 0.20 1.55 0.65
Linear fixed no history 1.33 1.66 -0.87 1.46 -1.80 1.72 -1.37 0.30 1.57 0.64
Linear fixed
trends threshold 1%
1.95 1.81 -1.82 -0.24 -1.22 2.04 -1.33 0.17 1.71 0.58
Linear fixed
trends threshold 5%
1.67 2.09 -1.28 0.62 -0.82 1.51 -0.91 0.41 1.40 0.71
Linear fixed
trends threshold 10%
0.82 1.96 -0.72 1.46 0.45 0.78 -0.98 0.54 1.07 0.93
Linear fixed
trends threshold 15%
0.72 1.03 -0.60 1.09 0.62 0.50 0.15 0.50 0.58 1.72
Table 6.2: Raw results table
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parameter set\year 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 AVG SDEV Fac
Classify certainty 0.27 -0.99 0.30 1.59 -0.11 0.77 -1.32 0.07 1 1
Classify certainty
no history
0.43 1.92 -0.69 1.28 0.75 -0.80 -0.02 0.41 1 1
Classify fixed 0.29 0.99 -0.06 0.31 -1.54 1.15 -1.07 0.01 1 1
Classify fixed no history 0.28 0.33 -0.57 1.63 -0.96 -0.57 -1.35 -0.17 1 1
Classify certainty trends 0.46 2.26 0.48 1.11 0.46 0.82 -1.10 0.64 1 1
Classify certainty
no history trends
1.49 1.93 -0.64 2.38 0.87 0.44 0.98 1.06 1 1
Classify fixed trends 0.36 1.42 0.78 1.86 0.69 -1.21 -0.02 0.56 1 1
Classify fixed
no history trends
1.01 1.55 0.25 0.58 1.12 -0.25 -1.42 0.41 1 1
Linear certainty 1.16 1.36 -0.74 -0.05 -0.85 1.10 -0.74 0.18 1 1
Linear certainty no history 0.86 0.86 -0.72 0.64 -0.78 1.58 -0.91 0.22 1 1
Linear fixed 0.80 1.40 -0.78 0.29 -0.99 1.03 -0.87 0.13 1 1
Linear fixed no history 0.81 1.33 -0.95 0.44 -1.08 1.10 -0.52 0.16 1 1
Linear certainty trends 0.76 1.49 -0.69 -0.30 -0.83 0.98 -1.00 0.06 1 1
Linear certainty
no history trends
0.77 1.03 -0.59 0.60 -0.82 1.68 -0.80 0.27 1 1
Linear fixed trends 0.64 1.30 -0.66 -0.35 -0.74 1.51 -0.79 0.13 1 1
Linear fixed no history 0.85 1.05 -0.55 0.93 -1.15 1.09 -0.87 0.19 1 1
Linear fixed
trends threshold 1%
1.14 1.05 -1.06 -0.14 -0.71 1.19 -0.77 0.10 1 1
Linear fixed
trends threshold 5%
1.19 1.49 -0.92 0.44 -0.59 1.08 -0.65 0.29 1 1
Linear fixed
trends threshold 10%
0.77 1.83 -0.67 1.36 0.42 0.73 -0.91 0.50 1 1
Linear fixed
trends threshold 15%
1.24 1.77 -1.03 1.88 1.07 0.87 0.26 0.87 1 1
Table 6.3: Transformed results table
6.2.5 Prediction type
We implemented two different prediction types. Linear prediction type is a
simpler one where we try to predict whether the price will go up, down or
stay the same. The benefit is that it is less difficult to train the model since
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the model does not have to predict the actual movement size as well. When
performing certainty trades, the accuracy of the prediction itself is taken
into account. Unless it is otherwise specified, we did not use the prediction
threshold when using linear prediction type; it was set to 0%.
Classify prediction type is more complex, where we try to classify the
event outcome into one of the discrete levels from -50% to 50% based on
the estimated price movement. It is harder to train such a model, but it
offers a better idea of how the price might move. When performing certainty
based trades, the trade size is directly dependent on the discrete level that
the event outcome was classified. When building a model, we did have some
problems with convergence when using classification prediction type, but we
mitigated this by increasing the number of machine learning iterations which
often partially resolved this issue.
Overall the classify prediction type works slightly better than linear pre-
diction type. It performed better in both total income over the years as well
as several positive vs negative years. Furthermore, classify prediction type
has more significant potential than linear since it offers more parameters for
fine-tuning such as the definition of classification levels.
Figure 6.1: Prediction type analysis charts
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Prediction threshold
Prediction threshold is a configuration parameter used with linear prediction
type. It provides a threshold in which the trade should not be performed.
The reasoning behind this is that we do not want to make trades where
the certainty of prediction was too low. For the analysis, we used a fixed
prediction type with Google Trends.
Overall it seems that the higher the prediction threshold is, the better
results are achieved. In some cases, the years with higher thresholds are pos-
itive, while lower threshold years are negative. 10% and 15% thresholds are
performing much better than their lower threshold counterparts. It is worth
noting that the higher threshold results in fewer trades meaning that the
results can potentially be much more volatile. We believe that the threshold
levels are certainly worth investigating further, especially on how they can be
applied to classification prediction types and if they provide similar results
there as well.
Figure 6.2: Prediction threshold analysis charts
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6.2.6 Certainty based trades
A crucial decision when taking a trade is to decide how big the trade should
be. Larger trades can lead to better returns, but in contrast, also incurs more
significant losses. In order to test different trade sizes, our simulator had an
option to do certainty based trades and fixed-size trades. When making fixed
size trades, all trades were of the same size; our gain or loss would be equal
to the actual price movement. If certainty based trades are enabled, then the
trade size is dependent on the certainty of the prediction. Higher certainty
means bigger trade size.
When using linear prediction type, the trades would be scaled based on
the estimated certainty of the machine learning prediction. When using
classify prediction type, then the trade size will be multiplied by the actual
classification level into which the event outcome was classified.
Certainty based trades proved to be far better than fixed trade sizes. They
adapt better to the actual conditions since they contain more information
than fixed trade sizes. They are better both in win-loss ratio as well as
the profit average. Having certainty based trades performing better than
fixed-sized trades is an essential finding since most of the academic research
assumes fixed trade sizes.
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Figure 6.3: Certainty analysis charts
6.2.7 Analysis with Twitter
Before constructing a specialised model for Twitter analysis, we first anal-
ysed our Twitter data. Unfortunately, our findings were not very positive
since most of the tweets were classified as neutral Tweets. The non-neutral
tweets were not statistically significant on a large number of corporations to
be a practical feature. Furthermore, we only had tweets for the last year,
and about 1/3 of that data spanned in the year 2020, which we had to ex-
clude from our analysis due to the COVID-19 outbreak. Given these two
constraints of having only a few non-neutral tweets and not even a full year
of data, we decided not to include Twitter data in the final analysis.
6.2.8 Analysis with Google Trends
We were interested to see how much Google Trends contribute to the model.
Google Trends has two main advantages over Twitter. Firstly, it is more
natural to process it, and secondly, the past data can easily be acquired.
Results were quite surprising. When using classify prediction type, the
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sets with trends performed significantly better on average. While there were
some cases where prediction with trends would be much lower than prediction
without, on average, they do contribute. When using linear prediction type
the benefit of using Google Trends was slightly negative. While this negative
difference was not sufficiently significant to disregard Google Trends for linear
predictions, it is also not possible to say that it does contribute.
Figure 6.4: Google Trends analysis charts
6.2.9 No-history prediction
No-history prediction excludes the inclusion of past earning announcement
events when creating the model and predicting the movement. We wanted
to find out how much do past events help with the prediction of the current
event outcome since our base paper cited past events as one of the more
promising features.
When looking at the average gain from different parameter sets the no-
history option performs better than the option with history. This perfor-
mance is visible when using the linear prediction type where the no-history
was better for every parameter set. When using classify prediction type, it
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performed slightly better on average than sets with history but is equal when
making a binary comparison where only the better-worse matters.
This finding is significant since it makes the whole system more flexible.
Past market data is hard to get, and this enables us to include new corpora-
tions not in the first subset more quickly since we do not require their past
data to make better event prediction.
Figure 6.5: No history analysis charts
6.2.10 Most efficient run
From all the parameter sets we tried to make a selection of the top 3 pa-
rameter sets. Best results were yield by Classify certainty trends, Classify
certainty no history trends and Linear fixed trends threshold 15%.
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parameter set\year 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 AVG
Classify certainty trends 0.46 2.26 0.48 1.11 0.46 0.82 -1.10 0.64
Classify certainty
no history trends
1.49 1.93 -0.64 2.38 0.87 0.44 0.98 1.06
Linear fixed
trends threshold 15%
1.24 1.77 -1.03 1.88 1.07 0.87 0.26 0.87
Table 6.4: Best results
Classify certainty trends set was most successful over the years since it
provided positive results for all years except the year 2020. In the year 2016,
when most of the other parameter sets were negative, this parameter set not
only provided positive results, these results were also on par with some other
years.
Classify certainty no history trends had the highest average return of all
parameter sets by a significant margin. It was also one of the two-parameter
sets that were positive in the year 2020 with satisfactory results.
Linear fixed trends threshold 15% was the 2nd best in the average return
and also together with Classify certainty no history trends the only set that
was positive in the year 2020. It is one of the rare linear prediction types
that provided positive results and is overshadowing other linear prediction
type parameter sets.
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Figure 6.6: Best sets analysis chart
6.2.11 Most efficient time period
On the data we gathered from all test runs, we also performed further detailed
analysis. Data consisted of all parameter sets with three separate runs for
each set. Data presented in table 6.5 outlines ratio between winning and
losing trades as well as the income or loss in the form of factor. The table
also contains average values for each month.
From the results table can be seen that we are on average mostly failing to
predict the central part of the year while being very successful at the period
around April and October. While this success seems very positive at first, we
also decided to include the actual income in the form of factors; the factor
of 1 corresponds to a 100% gain. When running our tests, we logged down
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the data for fixed trade sizes only, so the numbers are not representative of
all parameter sets. From results, we can see that the fixed trade sizes do not
correlate to the ratio of winning and losing trades. Such finding shows us
that when performing research in stock markets, the ratio of pure wins or
losses is often not sufficient for accurate estimates on how the system will
perform in the real world.
We further investigated the average results on individual parameter sets
since we had to verify the matching of these results to individual well-
performing sets. Table 6.6 contains results for classify certainty trends pa-
rameter set which was one of the best parameter sets. We can see that
similarly of win-loss ratio to the average of all parameter sets. Since we only
had analytical data for fixed trades, it was not possible to compare the in-
come factors as well. Acquiring these factors would require us to redo the
whole analysis.
Month 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
# win-loss 115 34 68 1318 -676 -306 -1382 -232 110 1687 342 759
Average 0.82 0.24 0.47 9.41 -4.83 -2.19 -9.87 -1.66 0.79 12.05 2.44 5.42
# win-loss
(factor,
fixed trades)
36.80 81.40 -15.20 -69.20 -31.60 -2.60 13.60 1.20 -9.00 101.40 33.60 -20.20
Average
(factor,
fixed trades)
0.26 0.58 -0.11 -0.49 -0.23 -0.02 0.10 0.01 -0.06 0.72 0.24 -0.14
Table 6.5: Monthly results
Month 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
# win-loss -58 -38 2 85 36 -5 -70 23 7 2 21 40
Average -8.29 -5.43 0.29 12.14 5.14 -0.71 -10 3.29 1 0.29 3 5.71
Table 6.6: Monthly results (classify certainty trends)
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6.2.12 Most efficient classification range
Table 6.7 displays how well we are predicting certain trade sizes.
Jump units are factors; 0.5 means that trade we did produce around
50% profit. Actual trade income or loss is rounded to the nearest discrete
jump value. Similarly to the monthly analysis, the data here reflects fixed
trade sizes. We can see that we mainly fail to predict the outcome of the
event where the price dropped, but we are very good at predicting positive
outcomes. This prediction bias could be the model issues since our machine
learning accuracy was slightly above 50% as we are very good at predicting
positive movements disproportional better than negative movements.
Discrete jumps # win-loss Average
-0.5 0 0.00
-0.35 14 0.10
-0.25 76 0.54
-0.15 235 1.68
-0.07 -482 -3.44
-0.03 -4373 -31.24
-0.01 -5967 -42.62
0 387 2.76
0.01 5925 42.32
0.03 6281 44.86
0.07 -2 -0.01
0.15 -209 -1.49
0.25 -16 -0.11
0.35 -32 -0.23
0.5 0 0.00
Table 6.7: Discrete jump results (including linear classification type)
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6.2.13 Reference data
To get a quick overview of how our model is performing, we implemented a
simulation for a few other types of trade strategies:
• Use overnight jump as an indicator of the direction
• Use EPS compared to estimated EPS as an indicator of the direction
• Always sell
• Always buy
These strategies are very straight forwards and do not utilise any model
at all. We defined them during the research as a reference based on pure
reasoning and, by chance, some of them proved to be very useful. It is worth
pointing out that the positive results from this reference data should not be
used as a primary decision factor but more of a guideline for future research.
Since these reference strategies do not follow any logic, the results are not
dependent on the simulator parameters.
Always buy and always sell strategies are mutually exclusive, but overall,
buying yields better results. When only considering the overnight jump,
the results were satisfactory, which is surprising since it is a straightforward
indicator consisting of easily available data. Most surprisingly, the results
of comparing estimated EPS to the actual EPS were outstanding. Not only
the results for it were high, but the only negative year was the year 2020.
It is by far the best performing model we encountered during our research
and is worth further investigation. Our model did contain this as one of its
features, but it appears that our model did not prioritise the importance of
this feature high enough.
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Year
Overnight
(factor)
EPS>EST EPS
(factor)
Always sell
(factor)
Always buy
(factor)
2014 -2.733 1.715 -0.621 0.621
2015 1.368 0.103 -0.377 0.377
2016 1.679 4.456 -2.704 2.704
2017 2.818 1.319 2.174 -2.174
2018 -0.243 1.819 -1.584 1.584
2019 0.467 1.928 -4.817 4.817
2020 -2.005 -1.477 1.847 -1.847
Table 6.8: Reference data results
Chapter 7
Conclusions
7.1 Results
In our research, we analysed stock market events. We focused on corporate
earnings announcements and dividend declarations. Early in our research,
we found out that earning announcements are more potential for study than
dividend declarations; we pivoted from analysing both to focus specifically on
earning announcements. We utilised freely available event data together with
stock prices to try and estimate the future price movement direction as well
as the size of the movement. To do these estimates, we trained a machine
learning model which utilised the logistic regression. From the model we
constructed, we were able to evaluate the outcome of the events.
We investigated and found out that just relying on machine learning ac-
curacy for evaluating the quality of the model is not sufficient. Thus we im-
plemented a simulator which performs trades as we would in the real world.
Apart from simulator we also implemented different prediction types; linear
prediction type tried to classify event outcome into positive, neutral and neg-
ative categories while classify prediction type tried to classify outcome into
one of the discrete levels which not only gave information about the price
movement but also the movement size. Utilising this prediction certainty we
further experimented with different trade sizes, called certainty based trades,
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based on how certain we are in our estimate which proved to be a valuable
step. Simulator required multiple input parameters, each representing dif-
ferent functionalities. With a list of different parameter sets, we evaluated
our model on simulator data. Overall classify prediction type together with
certainty trade sizes run in the simulator proved to be an improvement com-
pared to the traditional researches since not only it applied the research data
to real values, it also showed that when dealing with the stock market the size
of the movement is, in fact, more important than the movement direction.
To further improve our results, we wanted to augment it with public
sentiment. For this, we utilised two sources; Twitter social network and
Google Trends. Analysing Twitter can be a challenging task on its own
we wanted to limit ourselves to a simpler bag-of-words model to reduce the
unnecessary complexity. Having a limited amount of Twitter data as it has
to be queried in real-time, our initial data subset came to be very small. The
small data set was furthermore penalised with a simple bag-of-words model
which classified most of the Tweets as neutral. Having a very few non-neutral
Tweets, we decided not to pursue Twitter public sentiment further. Google
Trends, on the other hand, proved to be a much more valuable source of
information. We were able to query the historical, and it did noticeably
improve our model.
7.1.1 Constraints
In our research, we relied on a few key assumptions for which our results
might not 100% represent the real world. While these limitations are present
in more or less all research papers we encountered, whether it is specified or
not, we would like to point them out:
• Our main assumption was that the investor is performing trades with
unlimited funds. Stocks contain different pricing, which makes it im-
possible to always perform trades of equal size due to rounding issues.
• We assumed that there are no broker fees. There are always broker fees,
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and they vary from broker to broker as well as trade sizes. Making large
trades helps offset this since the inherent fixed part of fees becomes
negligibly small.
• We assumed that the daily opening and closing price is also the actual
price. Stock prices often fluctuate inter-day, which could impact our
results in both a positive or negative way. Since more precise stock
data is not available for free and since usual stock fluctuations at the
exact opening or closing times are not overly big, it should not greatly
change the results.
• Twitter data has to be queried in real-time. This limitation gave us
at best one year of Twitter data which is not significant for a proper
Twitter analysis. While our results proved that Twitter was not sig-
nificant to be included, it might still be valuable if a different model is
used on significantly larger data.
• We opened and closed all trades on the same day thus we effectively
evaded the margin fees. If trading over multiple days is considered,
then these fees should be taken into account.
7.2 Future work
Our research briefly scratched the surface of all the possibilities. Trying
to predict stock markets is an abnormally complex task; there are always
potential improvements.
• More machine learning features could be defined. More features mean
greater information to the system from which better results can be
obtained.
• We utilised logistic regression due to its simplicity. A more complex
system such as deep learning offers incomparably more potential, espe-
cially if more features are added.
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• Fine-tuning of parameters should be done. While we defined a few
parameter sets, we largely left system untuned. The reasoning for this
was to avoid the potential over-fitting on our data.
• More domain-specific knowledge could be added. We mainly relied on
our limited knowledge of finance which might prevent us from investi-
gating more potential solutions.
• Analysis could be done on more or fewer companies. One of the features
of our system is its scalability. An analysis should be done on how well
does the system behave if more companies are added or if companies
are removed from it.
• More historical data could be added. We were limited to the freely
available data, which is usually only available for the past five years.
Having more data added to the future could help in evaluating our
research over a longer period.
• Year 2020 was mainly left out in our analysis. Most of our parameter
sets performed poorly during this time, but since the year is, at the time
of the writing, not over yet, it would be interesting to see if results can
significantly improve in the 2nd half of the year.
• Our reference data results where we only looked at estimated EPS
against the actual EPS were unexpectedly very positive. This condition
alone should be further studied since it offers promising results.
• While purchasing and selling of stocks is not possible after the market
closes, multiple brokers still allow the overnight matching of orders.
This overnight order matching could be especially important in the
morning before the market opens. If this overnight data could be ob-
tained, it might offer interesting insights.
• In our research, we always performed trade on the day following the
event. Multiple pieces of research analysed event windows where they
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noticed that the event could impact price movement over a longer du-
ration than only one day. Performing trades over multiple days can
potentially yield different and better results.
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